Academic dishones ty

EPC proposes

new hon or code
by John Collins

Meeting of the minds. From I to r: former Colby president
Seelye Bixler , President Cotter and for mer pre sident Robert
Strider seeti at last Sunday 's meeting near Boston.
"
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An honor code providing
for unproctored exams and
flexible examination dates
and charging students with
enforcement of academic
hone sty rules was adopte d
in
principle
by
the
Educational Policy Committee Tuesday.
The honor code proposal ,
which will now be discussed
and revised by facult y and
students , was designed by
academic
the
EPC' s
honesty sub-committee.
The code is the result of a
poll taken last spring,
showing V. of the freshmen
and 68 percent of seniors
felt cheating and other
academic dishonesty is a
serious problem at Colby .
The propos al suggests ,
several 'methods to deal
w ith cheat ing accusat ions.
One such way would be for
the guilty individual to
voluntar ily go to the
admit
the
teacher ,
wrongdo ing and receive a
zero for the test If the
accused re fuses to do so,
and if the infract ion is
serious , he mu st be
re ported to the Honor Board
- a board of students similar
to, but more powerful than
the current Stu-J. However ,
the accusor will not be
penalized for neglecting to
report the infraction.

This was the first meeting ever
of three Colby presidents .
'
¦¦

The liberal arts will flouri sh

Colby presidents temper recent Sloan report
by Steven Nicholas

The liberal arts education will continue to flourish
against the increasin g trend toward vocationalism in
America , according to the three living presidents of
Colby College. Pres idents Emeriti Julius Seetye Bixler
and Robert E. L. Strider II and Presiden t William K.
Cotter joined in refutation of the recent Sloan Foundation report calling for a drastic revision of the concept
of a liberal arts education , in a panel discussion in
Dedham , Mass., on Sunday.
x The historic meeting of the Colby presidents , sponsored by the Boston Colby Alumni Club , provided the
three distinguished educato rs with an opportunity to
reflect on their roles in the development of the college,
and on the present and future of the liberal arts , and to
"share with alumni their wit* wisdom , and omniscience," Approximatel y 500 alumni , administrators ,
students , faculty members , and friends gathered around
the platform while the presidents seated in a circle of
Colby chairs engaged in informal conversation . The
discussion was unrehearsed , and well-seasoned with
humorous anecdotes and engaging reminiscences. The
event was also filmed so that it can be shared with
Colby alumni across the country.
Robert N, Anthony, chairman of the Colby board of
trustees and moderator for the day, opened discussion
by stating that "there are those who say liberal arts
?education is obsolete. " He went on to cite the recent
proposal of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation , which calls
for "inclusion of applied mathematics , technological
literacy , and the computer in an effort to create 'the
new liberal arts '.., and produce technologicall y literate
citizens, capable of quantitative and analytical
thinking. "
, But according to the throe presidents , who represent
four decades of experience In higher education , the
Sloan proposal reflects thoir misunderstanding of tho

liberal arts idea, Strider , a scholar of 17th-century
English literature who ret ired in 1979 after a 19-year
tenure as Colby president , called the Sloan report
" astute ," but noted . its failure to make the distinction
between the "avenues " by which we understand
mater ial , and the substance of the material itself.
" The need," he said "is not for a change in the nature
of libera l arts , but in the means of teaching them. "
The liberal arts , he said , are " eternal , " and aimed at
"hel ping students develop minds that , think in a
discriminating fashion, distinguishing right from
wrong. "
Bixler , an eminent scholar of philosophy and religion
and Colby president from 1942 to 1960, reiterated that
the liberal arts idea is "not a question of subject matter ,
but of methods of teachin g." Bixler concurred with the
Sloan report' s assessment of the need for more technical
training , but argued that this training - even in fields
such as accounting and computer science - " can be
taught in a libera l way , "
"They can be taught with an eye for the overall , and
for their interconnections with other parts of society, "
rather than via narrowly technical approach , he said.
Bixler also suggested that it was not the college's j ob
to combat computer and technical illiteracy , That
problem , he said , should be tackled before students
reach the college level,
Tho distinguishing characteristic of a liberal arts
education , according to Bixler , is it' s promotion of " an
intrinsic use" , of knowledge as opposed to "an instrumental one," Knowledge is sought for its own sake ,
and not simply as a stopping stone to "a good job. "
According to President Cotter , whose tenure began in
1979, tho " natural error " eviden t in the Sloan report ia
the presumption that a liberal arts education is devoid
Continued on Page 19
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The Honor Board would
consist of nine members ,
three sophomore s, three
juniors , and three seniors ,
elected by the students of
each class. If necessar y,
trials would be held. The
jury would consist of four
Board members and eight
students selected at ra ndom. A majority of threefourths would be required
for the findin g of a verdict.
If a guilty verdict is
reached , the Board may
impose any punishm ent up
to and including expulsion
from the college. However ,
upon sentencing, the case
would be brou ght before the
Faculty Appeals Board , for
a final decision , although
the Faculty Board would be
unable to overturn trial
Faculty
decisions. The
Appeals Board would be
composed of three faculty
members nominated by tho
Student Association and
approved by the President
of the College. The decision
of the Appeals Boar d may
the
be
appealed
to
Pres iden t of the College,
whose decision is fi nal.
The Academic Honesty
sub-committee
is
now
solicit ing the views of b ot h
students and facul ty be f or e
finalized
submitting
a
version of the code to the
EP C .
Several st uden t
Continued on Pa ge9
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Nepali stude nt finds new America n
culture and education appea ling

Stu-A head still not f ound
The committee to find a new director of Student
Activities is running a little behind schedule according to outgoing director and committee
member Pat Chasse.
The main reason for the "delay is that two candidates had to reschedule campus interviews and
tour dates because of illness. Two more finalists
have been reviewed in full by the committee.
Of the four candidates, two are from Maine. Of
the other two, one is from Massachusetts and the
other from Illinois. A decision on the post is expected within two weeks.

by Putt Noyes

Sentinel awards
Waterville's daily except-Sunday paper, the
Centra l Maine Morning Sentinel, won seven awards
in the 1981 Maine Press Association's Maine Better
Newspaper Contest.
First place awards included Sports Action Photo,
Investigative Reporting, Feature Series and Most
Improved Daily. Other awards were given in the
categories of Scenic Photo, Local .Column and
General Excellence, where the Sentinel ranked
behind the Portland papers only.

J an Plan housin g

All students not doing campus Jan Plans, but
wishing to remain at Colby during the period must
obtain registration forms in Lovejoy 110 before
exams. > A faculty or sponsor 's signature attesting
to the need to remain on campus must also be
obtained.
Otherwise, rooms must be left vacant from the
end of exams until February 6, 1982.

Credit card calls
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. has
issued a statement warning students not to make
long distance calls on Burt Reynold's credit card.
A story recently circulating had Reynolds winning
a $1,000,000 law suit and urging friends to share his
good fortune by charging calls to him. This type of
set-up is an old trick and is completely false in this
instance.
Apparently, some students living in Dana
believed it, but the phone company can trace and
bill all such calls and is doing so presently.
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Manoj Kanskar, a first
year Colby student from
Kathmandu Nepal.is one of
the first from his area to
receive a full scholarship to
study in the United States.
He says that one of the
questions he is most
frequently
asked
by
students here is, "Is there a
McDonald's in Nepaf?"
Manoj says that
before coming to tie U.S.,
he was told that Americans
have a great sense of
humor, and he maintains
that this is true. According
to Manoj, "No one is ever
serious, unless he says, 'I'm
serious."
Though his primary interests lie in the fields of
medicine and mathematics,
Manoj comes to Colby with
a broad and diverse range
of active academic and
extracurricular
experiences.
He acted as editor of his
school newpaper,- captain of
the English and Nepal
debating teams, and has
won awards in poetry, art,
and as a member of both
the English and Nepali
spelling teams, and the
drama team.
Dance,
karate, and guitar are
among his favorite hobbies,
but admits there are
limitations, "I'm afraid I do
not do much in sports."
Adjusting to the food here
has been somewhat difficult
for Manoj, moreso, even,
than for the average
newcomer to Colby. At
home four meals are served
daily; rice is a main staple,
and is often served boiled,
in a dish known as
"chyura," along with lentils
and other vegetables.
Desserts, American-style,
aren't served, though a
variety of nuts, dates, and

cloves are often offered
after a meal. Manoj is
accustomed to eating meals
with his family of eight, in
their home.
The family represents an
important social institution
in Nepalian culture, and
several generations, including named children,
and grandparents, often live
in one household. The
dating scene too, is very
different . In fact, says
Manoj, dating in Nepalian
society , is nonexistent.
Though some Nepalieris
choose their own marriage
partners, parent-arranged
marriages are common.
The divorce rate in" Nepal is
negligible in comparison to
that in the U.S.

"Americans have a
great sense of
humor ,,, no one is
ever serious, unless
he says,
Tm serious 9 " . .
The social system in
Nepal is comprised of
twenty-six major casts,' the
determinants of which are
unrelated to economic
factors. Manoj says that
Intercast marriages are
highly condemned; one of
his sisters eloped because
her prospective in-laws
disapproved of her social
status. His parents, he
says, are more liberal than
most.
Electrical
and
technological conveniences
are not as commonly owned
in Nepal as in the U.S.;
televisions are a rare item,
and broadcasting systems,
nonexistent. Though many
valley homes own radios,
and
telephones,
ha've

electricity, these
conveniences are not as
common to the households
of those who live in the hills
of the Kahtmandu area .
Manoj plans to complete
his
education
.before
returning to Nepal. He says
that
he
has
found
Americans to be friendly,
New Englanders to be less
conservative than he had
expected, and is enjoying
the increased freedom and
flexibility of the American
educational system, Colby
style. "Five pages in your
psychology book would take
only one paragraph in ours;
|
of Fairfield
you have the theory, and
& Athletic __quipmen_f8 then the explanation. At the
end you really understand ;
it is not so in Nepal."
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Comparing . the
two
systems, Manoj notes that
American education seeks
to promote a deeper understanding of the material,
and allows room for
classroom
discussion,
whereas Nepalian students
would not dare, nor • be
expected to question information in their books.
Of the liberal arts
education which also does
not exist in Nepal, Manoj
says, "I think it is a good
system ; I prefer it this
way. "
And For those at Colby
who have been kept awake
nights, bothered by that
insistent, nagging question,
Manoj says that no, there
are no McDonalds in Nepal.
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Manoj demonstrates a Kung Fu kick. He 's no
one to mess with.
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Associate Dean McPhetres
pleased with new position
by Franciene f ort*

"It's a b ird , it's a plane, it's a frog." No , it really i s a plane , b u t one you
won 't see again; Air New England 's last flight from Waterville takes off on
Oct. 31.

Aff irmativ e Action Pro gram:
an effo rt towards equali ty
by Susan Rosenthal
The_ past 15 years have
seen increased efforts in the
public, and private sector to
accelerate the hiring of
women and minorities
through the Affirmitive
This
Action process.
purpose is to remedy the
effects
of
past
discrimination.
Affirmative
Action
programs are developed
and enforced in two ways.
Federal laws require that
companies and universities
which receive government
money must adopt these
programs. In many cases
though, as at Colby, College,'
where large amounts of
federal money are not involved or where their withdrawal was not threatened,
there has still been a large
voluntary eff ort to achieve
racial equality .
Colby
In
1974-1975
voluntarily drew up Affirmative Action guidelines
to insure that there was no
discrimination in hiring
Yvonne
procedures ,
Knight ,' who heads the
overseeing
committee
Action,
Affirmative
described the policy as a
way of looking at employment rather than an
effor t to_ attain set quotas.
To attract minority applicants for jobs. Colby
makes a special effort to
draw such people through
advertising
in contact
sources»such as black and
women 's magazines,
Despite efforts to attain a
racial and sexual balance
among employees,it is only
necessary to look around
and see that these efforts
have not been totally successful.
Knight discussed several
roasens for this. She ,0mphoaized that nobody can be
„,

hired if their qualifications
ar not adequate, or if they
are less qualified than other
applicants. Due to this
fact, it is difficult to find
qualified minority candidates in some fields.
In addition, once women
and minorities are hired, it
is often difficult to keep
them long enough to be
tenured. This is because
Waterville is not an attractive location for single
people, and it provides no
culture that many minority
persons are accustomed to.
Knight stated that the
philosophy behin d Colby 's
Affirmative
Action
program .was that it was
enacted to undo past wrongs
and to enrich the faculty.
By hiring women and
minorities , Colby aims to
provide role models for
members of these groups.
As Affirmative Action has

pervaded society, there has
been a growing resentment
on the part of many people
who felt that they paid
unfairly for the wrongs of
their ancestors.
Consequently, the, policy of
"Reverse Discrimination"
arises.
Knight reflected the
ambivalence felt by many
toward this subject when
she stated that you "can't
set standards too high, but
you shouldn't hire someone
who is incompetent."
When modern Affirmati ve
Action programs were
implemented many enforcemen t agencies and
proceedings were also
established.
Knight
revealed her antipath y
toward the^ system when
role of these
discussing (he
agencies.
(Continued on j wge 7)

Joyce McPhetres was
appointed Colby's new
Associate Dean of Housing
two weeks ago, filling the
vacancy left by the
departing Pat Chasse. Her
office is located in the Dean
of Students' offices on the
first floor of Lovejoy.
McPhetres attended the
University of Maine at
Orono both as an undergraduate and graduate
student. While there she
was a resident assistant for
one and a half years, and
was also a resident director
and program coordinator
for the same amount of
time.
In her job as
program director
she
worked with faculty to
promote a living and
learning program.
The
program was a social and
cultural affair in which
facultv and students save
mini-courses
on
such
subjects as photography,
mountain climbing and the
Depression.
McPhetres
said , "The concept of the
program was that students
should not only learn in I

• Founded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly,
except duf-ing vacation and examination oeriods. I5v
the students of Colby College. All correspondence
should be addressed to the Editor , Colby Echo ,
Colby College, Waterville , Me. 04901. Tlie Eclio is
represented by the College Advertising Servicej nc.
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville, Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $&.00 per year.
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class, but even in the hall."
originally
McPhetres
applied for the job of
Director of Student Affairs,
also being vacated by
Chasse, but asked to be
considered for this job .
She's then glad she was
accepted for this job instead

Dean McPhetres

because she will be able to
meet more people and as
she said, "I am a people
person." During the one
year interim before she
applied for this job,
McPhetres worked at the
Kennebec Valley Regional
Health Agency in Waterville.
In her new position
McPhetres said , "I would
like to develop a good
relationship with the dorms,
and to find out what Colby
has to offer before I make
I am getting
any plans.
perspectives from faculty
and the head residents right
now." McPhetres' real goal
will be "to pr ovid e the dorm
as a place where students
can live and learn."
in
She has resided
halls
for.
three
residence
years at Orono " and at
Thomas College, where Mr.
McPhetres, her husband , is
a student. McPhetres and
her husband and their three
year old son Dylan have
recently bought a small
farmhouse. After living in
residence halls, McPhetres
says of her new home, "It's
a castle."
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New grant brings one week total to half million

Matchin g grant from Mellon Hewlett
foundations boost fun d raising efforts
by Sarah Lick Dyke
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Graph shows energy consumption at Golby over past ten years, it's on the
rise again.

Energy education by EAC
by Wendy Van Dyke

The Colby Energy Action
Group (EAG ) ,. a group
working to educate . the
Colby community about
energy, its different forms,
its unnecessary waste,
conservation measures and
renewable and alternative
energy forms, is hoping to
facilita te an exchange of
ideas on these subjects, and
will place an energy
suggestion notebook next to
the front entrance of Miller
Library.
Constructive suggestions

or criticisms concerning
Colby's energy policies may
be submitted by anyone and
in addition, an energy
awareness library will be
placed on a corner table on
the upper level of Keyes
Science Library.
An Energy Use Index,
provided by EAG, outlines
Colby's overall energy use,
from 1972 to 1981. The :
significant part of this
graph is the upward-sloping
segment between 1980 and
1981, which indicated a 3
percent increase in oil
consumption over the year

before . That may not seem
like.a large jump, but take
into account that this increase qccurred despite
campus-wide installation of
storm windows. .
Jon Linn, Colby's Energy
Project Engineer, cited the
"lack of education among
building occupants" and
"occupant apathy" as
contributing factors to this
increase. . The EAG is
working to eliminate these
conditions, but stressed that
the support of the entire
Colby
community was
necessary for success.

[ SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S
ACADEMIC YEAR IN MADRID
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for the concerned student who may not be financially affluent
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As the result of an application which cited
the need for income to fund institutional
renewal, especially that of faculty and
curriculum development, Colby has been
awarded a $200,000 joint challenge grant by
the William and Flora Hewlett and Andrew
"W. Mellon Foundations. The money will be
paid into the Presidential* Discretionary
Fund, a permanently restricted endowment
fund set up specifically to receive the grant
awards.
The terms of the grant dictated that the
money awarded by the two Foundations
must be tripled by Colby through new,
matching gifts. Each foundation! will make
payments in $25,000 allotments over the next
three years as Colby provides evidence,
through lists of donations, of its ability to
match the award.
Every time Colby raises $150,000, it will
receive another $50,000 from the Hewlett
and Mellon Foundations. Colby must raise
$600,000 in order to receive the full $200,000
it has been awarded.
The Mellon-Hewlitt grant is somewhat
unusual in that it involves two philanthropic
institutions, and is one of 50 grants of its
type that the two foundations agreed to
sponsor over a five year period starting in Last week, Colby received a $300,000 grant
1978. Each year certain small liberal arts from the MacArthur Foundation of Chicago
colleges are invited to apply for the to fund a new teacher's position.

New evaluation f orms p rovide
interdepa rtmental standards
by Carta Thompson
Colby students might
notice a change, or lack
thereof , in their course
evaluat ion sheets t his
semester; th e f orms may
all look the same f rom now
on.
These sheets, which inclu de space to evaluate bot h
the course and teacher are
traditionally used in tenure,
salary, an d curr iculum
decisions, an d have alwa ys
been individualized for all
sixteen departments. Last
spring, h owever, the Colby
f aculty agreed to the,
principle of having a
unif orm set of questions.
Prof essor
Robert
MacArthur, a member of
the Advisory Committee on
Faculty Personnel Policies,
(ACFPP) is involved with
the new proposal. In
discussing the purpose of
uniform evaluation forms,
he commented, "I look at
""

Contact your camptifi recruiter : Kelly Nelson 872-9671
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250 students currentl y enrolled . Ma/nfa/nence in famil y !
or dormitory runs from $225 to $275 per month
accordin g to degree of comfort.
Trans-A tlantic Flig hts : $200,
Year 's Tuition : $2200.

challenge grants, and ten of those are
chosen to receive the award.
In past years, NESCAC colleges that have
received matching grants have been Bates
in 1979 and Middlebury, Trinity, and
Williams in 1980. Other past winners included Bryn Mawr, Colgate, and Vassar in
1979, Sarah Lawrence and Swarthmore in
1980. Colby 's award came with one more
year remaining in the program.
Areas " which the President's Discretionary Fund might be used to support
include improved advising, improvement of
the central library, facu lty and curriculum
renewals, and computer literacy programs.
The college is not committed to any specific
application of the funds received as a result
of this challenge grant, but the money will
be on hand as new educational needs arise.
President Cotter did not fors.ee any difficulty in meeting the three-to-one grant
stipulations within the next three years. He
said, "This grant is very much part of the
4 million Capital Campaign goal" for the
next three years. Matching donations can
be made specifically to the President's
Discretionary Fund, but any undesignated
gifts to the college can also be applied to
matching the grant.
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evaluat ion of faculty as

having two main purposes:
to help the faculty member
improve his or h er courses,
and to h elp others evaluate
the faculty member's effectiveness as an instructor.
"The latter kind of inf ormation is important for
tenure or salary decisions.
This is the part of the forms
we wish to standardize."
Uniform evaluation sheets
would also form a basis for
comparing
departments.
However , another Colby
professor, Carol Bassett,
remarked that, "evaluation
criteria are not necessarily
compara ble" in different
subject areas,
Other groups felt that the
uniform evaluation proposal
placed too much reliance on
objective questions. They
argued that numbers cannot
replace narrative answers.
In response, MacArthur
i i n- '
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stated

t hat answers to
objective questions which
may be rea d by a computer
provide reliable, statistical
information for decisionmaking. Although different
types of courses, such as
small discussion courses or
large lectures, will inspire
diff erent answers an d may
initially prove any statistics
invalid,
MacArthur
maintained that normal
standards will develop over
a longer period.
Even if the f aculty does
approve unif orm evaluation
sheets, and a vote is
scheduled for November 11,
departments may still add
on extra questions to the
forms for their own use. In
addition, the possibility will
continue to exist where
students can help in the
evaluations: by providing
their
own
independent
suggestions
for
improvement,
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Nuc lear war is nation al suicide

The entire world could be destroyed in 24 hours the present levels of weaponry, which would attend
through nuclear war. The situation, in brief , is this. any post-attack economic recovery that might exist.
For the 1980's and beyond, the question is not how
One bbmb can destroy one city; a large warhead
with 25,000,000 tons of TNT equivalent (25 much of the country will be destroyed in event of
"megatons") will level homes 13 miles in all nuclear war, but how much will be left, and even
whether a functioning country will be able to redirections from its ground zero.
The Soviet Union is ready to deliver 100 to 200 emerge. These calculations do not depend to any
bombs of this size, and one such bomb will level considerable extent on the course a war takes; the
United States is unlikely to launch its strategic
the largest«city in the U.S.
missiles before the Soviet Union does, regardless of
A five megaton bomb, one fifth the size, w
lli
devastate cities with a radius of 7.5 miles; the the course of the war. Further, the United States
Soviet Union is ready to deliver 400 such weapons. will not have the capability for a number of years to
,
Warheads of one megaton could destroy cities that blunt Soviet attack significantly.
It is therefore a valid and unavoidable assumpare four miles in radius, and the Soviet Union has
tion that most of the Soviet Strategic force would
6,000 warheads in that range.
Because the U.S. has only 2,000 cities over the find its way to U.S. targets. And even if only oneminimal size of 1,000 persons, all of those could third to one-half of the targets arrived at urban
easily be destroyed by the Soviet's present strategic targets, the United States would be permanently
force inventory.
destroyed as an economically viable unit, and its
At ,the present, official reports estimate that a survivors would be unable to reorganize and
nuclear war would kill between 70 million and 160 refunction adequately.
million people, and 20 to 30 million more would die
General nuclear war, in short, is suicide for
if the Soviet . Union's targeters focused on killing America as we now know it, as well as for most of
people per se. Thus, 30 to 70 percent of America's its citizens. Many people remain unaware of this
226 million inhabitants would die immediately. Tens fact, or refuse to recognize its urgency. Vice
of millions more would die from lack of medical President George Bush for example said that he did
attention, unchecked disease, low temperatures in not believe that "There is no such thing as a winner
winter, and from agricultural failures,
in nuclear war, and further doubted that Soviet
Recently, members of every profession have planning was based on this "ugly concept of a
begun to realize the importance of communicating winner in a nuclear exchange."
the danger that previously only physicists had
The Federation of American Scientists has set as
realized. Medical doctors note how little blood its primary goal: attempt to make sure that the
plasma would be available, and how much medical body politic, and the Administration in particularcare is required for a single victim of burns, are under no illusions about the threat of nuclear
Economists have determined the difficulties, given war.

Colby s part in the nuclear scheme

by Jennifer Julian
A Nuclear Convocation
will be sponsored at Colby
on November 8, 10, and 11.
The Convocation events will
include a number of guest
speakers, commercial and
documentary films, and
panel discussions on the
topic of nuclear war.
The Convocation, coordinated by Professor Robert
MacArthur
of
the
Philosophy department, is
co-sponsored by several
committees and departments at Colby, and will be
held in conjunction with a
nationwide November 11

convocation organized by
the Union of Concerned
Scientists.
"The world is in mortal
danger of nuclear war,"
warns Dr. Henry Kendall,
Chairman of the Union of
Concerned Scientists.
"There is a greater /need
than ever before for an
informed public which is
active in reducing the grave
nuclear risk."
Thousands of people at
more than 130 American
and foreign colleges and
universities are expected to
participate hi next week's
symposium.

The Union of Concerned
Scientists
is
a
Massachusetts-based, nonprofit
organization
of
scientists, engineers, and
other professionals, who are
concerned about the impact
of advanced technology on
society.
To the UCS, the international
convocation

TH E THREAT OF NUCLEAR WAR
A Convocation at Colby
Sunday Nov. 8
^
7:00 p.m.
Lovejoy 100 "Failsafe"
9:00 p.m. LI 00 "Dr. Strangelove "
<sponsored by Stu-A Films)
Tuesday ,Nov. 10
9:00 p.m. LlOO-Films on Nuclear War
"Nuclear Nightmares," "Nuclear Countdown"
'The War Game," "War Without Winners"
Lovejoy 205 "The Last Epidemic "
(Sponsored by Stu-A Cultural Life)
Films will also be shown during the day on
Wednesday. November 11 in the "TV Room "
of Miller Library
Wednesday, Nov. 11
2:30 p.m. Given Auditorium
c
The Technology of Nuclear Weapons "
Dr. Gerald Steinberg, MIT
3:30 p.m. Given Auditorium
Strategic Air Command Briefing:
'Soviet Nuclear Capability "
Lt. George Farrell,USAF
8:00 p.m. Given Auditorium
Panel Discussion on the Threat of Nuclear War
Steven Carey, American Friends Service Committee
Senator George Mitchell (tentative]
Mark Needergang, Institute for Defense and
Disarmament Studies
Dr. Gerald Steinberg, MIT

marks the beginning of a
major public awareness
campaign. Says Kendall,
"The November 11 Convocation will give people in
communities throughout the
world an opportunity to
discuss the potentially
devastating effects of a
nuclear war, and the means
at hand to avoid this
ultimate calamity."
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Announcements
CAREER INFORMATION for teachers can be obtained
by writing: National Teacher's Placement Agency,
Universal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland, Oregon 97208.
Attn: John P. McAndrew

LOVEJOY CONVOCATION with executive editor of the
N.Y. Times a. M. Rosenthal will be in Robins Room,
Roberts at 8 p.m. on Nov. 9.

PERFORMANCE OFof"History of Rock and Roil" with
Jon Bauman^Bowzer Shanana, will occur at 8 p.m. on
Nov. 6 in Given. Admission charged.

COVENANT PLAYERS will give free performance in
Chapel at 8 p.m. on Nov. 7.
INFORMAL TALK with Dr. Michael DeSisto, director of
Maine Bureau of Mental Health and Corrections, at 7
p.m. in L215 on Nov 5.

STU-A FILMS presents "F.M." at 7 & 9:30 p.m. in L100
on Nov. 6 and Nov. 7.

ANOTHER CAREER PLANNING SESSION in the
education department will take place from 4-4:45 p.m.
on Nov. 10 in Eustis 203. Cider and doughnuts on hand:

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING for Geotechnical
Society takes place from 6-8:30 p.m. on Nov. 5 in the
Kurd Room in Roberts.

"The Newton-Leibnitz
MATH 401-402 SEMINAR:
Controvers y" will be presented at 4:30. p.m. on Nov. 10
in Mudd 405 by John Simon and Dan Roy, Class of '82.
LECTURE: "The Chinese aind Their Language - The
Pre-Modern Application of Empirical Methods" will be
given on Nov. 11 at ' 3 p.m. in L207 by the Ziskind Lecturer in E. Asian studies, Benjamin Ellman.

f

COLBY MUSIC SERIES CONCERT with cellist Sharon
Robinson and pianist Margo Garrett will be held at 3
p.m. on Nov. 8 in Given. Admission charged.

LECUTRE: "English Language After 1066" with
English professor Colin Mackay will be in L207 at 3 p.m.
on Nov. 9.
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STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION will
meet at 12:30 on Monday, November 9, in
the Whitney Room of Roberts Union.
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ALL CAMPUS MEETING will be held at 7
p.m. in the Heights on Wednesday, Nov. 11.

The second annual sexuality symposium
at Colby will be held November 5-7. The
three day event will begin Thursday night at
7:00 in the Community Room of the Heights
with a workshop entitled Sexual Traps.
The workshop will be run by Barbara
Dunlap Warren, a couns elor , tra iner and
consultant specializing in women 's personaissues and men's and women 's relationships
and also by William C. Redfield , MDIV and
ACSW, a marriage and family counselor
who also works with adolescents.
Friday night at 7:00 also in the Community Room of the Heights, there will be a
lecture by Dr. Armin Grams, Pro f essor of
Human Development at the U of Vermont.
His expertise lies in the field of human
sexuality. Dr. Grams is an entertaining and
enlightening speaker who was so ;well 4
received at last year's sy mpos ium , he has
agreed .
to
speak
again.
Saturday morning at 10:30 there will be an
open discussion with Dr. Grams'in Roberts
Union. The final event of the symposium
will be a lecture entitled Body Image and
Sexuality by Janet Irgang, MSW. Her
lecture is also being repeated by popular
demand. It will be held at 1:30 in Roberts
Union .
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MACROBIOTIC COOKING, a presentation
by Anna Ineson, will be held tonight at 7:30
in Lorimer Chapel. Sponsored by the
Holistic Group.
,
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Go to sea

and earn credit
this Sprin g

Sail tho Caribbea n and Atlantic orf a 100
toot schooner-as part ol Southampton ¦
College 's 1982 SEAmesler T M program. '
Study tho coastline , barrier and
coral relets, plus marine life. Visit major
seaports and points ol interest , , ¦ ,
Accredited courses In: Coital __^
EcolooVi Ichthyology, Navlgatlonyn^
and Sumsnihlp, literature ol//ff^
(he Sm, Amarlcan Marltlmo_ /yf / I
History, Natural History,//;-' M
Sailing,
y Y ' J/fir
m¦ ¦ ' ,
'•'' .
S
April % i982 to <X */ ^
Juno S , 1982,
^Mimjj JgU
For rrtoro Informationi''contacjt ;••;; Vi; i <- \
• '•
SEAmostor ™
Office of Continuing Education
Southampton Collio * .i l.i.u .
Soulhampton, Now York' 11988 ,
|or call 5(8-283-4000, ext, 117
_.

-Announ cements
I

FILM, "Seven Beauties" in conj. with the government
department at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 5 in L100
TICKETS for Anthony di BonnaVentura 's Nov. 15 oiano
recital at 8 p.m. may be obtained by the Colby community through this week in the Calendar Office in
Eustis. Public'tickets will be availble from Nov. 9-15.
All admissions are free.
GERMAINE GREER will speak on / 'Women Poets of
the Eighteenth Century" on Nov. 6 at 8:15 p.m. in 101
English-Mathematics Bldg. at U.M.O.
U.M.O. PLANETARIUM'S popular Christmas shows
will run a number of shows "Star of Christmas" between Dec. 3 and 24. Call 207-581-7739 soon though for
scheduling and information.

SOPHOMORES interested in study at Manchester
College Oxford ( England) may talk with Bruce Findlow,
Principal of the college, on Monday, Nov. 9, from 3:004:30 in the Roberts Union conference room, next to the
post office.
CONTRA DANCE with South Bristol String Band will be
held on Nov. 5 from '8:30-12 p.m. in Roberts Loft.
Admission chagged.
KENNEBEC VALLEY chapter of Amnesty International will next meet on Nov. 12 at 72 Middle St.,
Hallowell. Call 207-623-3163 or 873-0&01 for information.
CALL CHIP HAMMOND AT U.M.O. at 207-581-2611 for
information on rides to Nov. 22 meeting of American
Committee on Africa at UMassrAmherst or call 413-2533161 or 413-545-0472 for information on meeting.

COLBY IN CAEN meeting on year abroad program will
run from 7:30-9 p.m. in the Robins Room, Roberts, on
Nov. 5.

Affirmative Action
•(Continued
parado. , A long history of
frompage3)

Unlike most other areas
of legal proceeding, if
someone accuses an institution of discrimination
on the basis of race or sex,
it is up to the accused to
prove they are innocent, not
the accuser to prove they
are guilty. In ether words,
the school or business is
"guilty until proven innocent."

discrimination is slow to be
compensated for when a
reluctance to hire less
qualified applicants in order
to right these wrongs is
pursued.
Although Colby has made
an effort to attract and
iretain qualified minority .
applicants, the mixed
results of this program are
affected by one basic

Most graduates are headed for a good career.
Chilyafew williiifliieiicetSieworM.
While most graduate in the areas of Electronic Engineering,Computer Science, Mathematics
and Languagesare dedoing on a career direction,
a select few are finding more than a career.
They are the graduateswho will work in a
challengingenvironmentwherematters affecting our
national security are a part of our everyday activity.
Theyare the graduateswho choosea career
with the National Security Agency.
From the very outset they will influence the
growth and direction of their fields of specialization,
You too, can experience the wry same
opportunity and challenge in any of these NSA
career fields. "
Electronic Engineering:There are
opportunities in a variety of researchand development
projects ranging from individual equipments to very
large numbers
complex interactive systemsinvolvingand
computer
IS
of microprocessors,i^nl-wmputere

"

1
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experienced
NSAfprofessionals
interaction^fM
with highly^
^ .
and through contacts in the Industrial and academic
worlds. Facilitiesfor engineering analysis and design
automation are among the best available.
Computer Science:At NSA you'll discover one of the largest computer installations in the
world with almost every major vendor of computer
• equipment represented.NSA. careers provide mixtures
ot such disciplines as systemsanalysis and design,
scientific applications programming, data base
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your college placement office; For additional infor- .
operating systems, computer networking/security
' rnationon the National SecurityAgency,fill in the
and graphics.
information blank and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
Mathematics:You'll work on diverse
CollegeRecruitmentManager, National Security
agency problems applying a varietyof mathematical
(tisciplines. Specific assignments might include solvAgency,Attn: Office of Employment (M32R),
ing communications-relatedproblems, performing
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
long-rangemathematical research or evaluating
An Equal Opportunity Employer.U.S.
new techniquesfor communications security.
Citizenship Required
linguists: NSA offers a wide range of
/^__2__^v r Vttm Rtf mi
M1
challengingassignmentsfor Slavic, Near Eastern and
JaJfiS|£K_ \ 111© nl&WOlMM
Asian languagemajors involvingtranslation, IranC_P_Pll floflfv
la^ffi JWUrilJ'
scription and analysis/reporting.Newly-hiredlinguists tfftJIlFEl
can count on receiving advancedtraining in their
^"jjli
Afftf
--uau^^ *
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primary language(s) and can plan on many years
ofcontinuedprofessionalgrowth.
MorethdHj l l Sat CdWet
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The Rewards at NSA.
NSA offers a salary and benefit program that's truly \ u |,ke ^re informationabout career opportunities with NSA. I
to
competitivewith private industry.
There are assignj - MvArea
y ofspedaltzation is'
ments fate wliowish travel and
abundant good
-m
Q
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livingin the^Umore-Washington
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Career W atch
GRADUATE SCHOOL IN SCOTLAND - The St.
Andrew 's Society of New York offers scholarships to
study for one year in Scotland. You must be of Scottish
descent. The scholarship is designed to promote good
will between the U.S. and Scotland. For more information see Pat Hickson in Roberts, Room 251.

BILINGUAL MBA PROGRAM - in Barcelona, Spain.
Acquire an MBA while getting intense multicultural
exposure in two important languages in the business
field. Students from all parts of the world. Find out
more in the Career Planning Office!

ADVERTISING AND COMMUNICATIONS - all day
conference, designed to provide one-to-one job exploration with professionals. Excellent opportunity!
New York City, Saturday, N ovember 14th. Schedules of
the day 's activities are available in Roberts 252. Don't
miss this opportunity to get a head start on your job
search!

BOSTON MBA FORUM - an exceptional opportunity!
November 13th and 14th in Boston. Over 75 national and1
international MBA programs will be together for
workshops and informational programs. Workshops
include The MBA and You, Preparing for Public
Managements Careers and Corporate Career Paths.
Find out more in the Career Planning Office!

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE:
John F. Kennedy Center Education Program
Kidder Peabody & Company
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
District of Columbia Lung Association
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Media Access Project
And Carnegie endowment and Smithsonian

Career Calendar
Thurs., Nov. 5th 7 p.m. - A RE YOU INTERESTED IN LAB
POSITIONS? Then sign
up for an informational
workshop with representatives from Ventrex Labs
See Gen in Career Planning
Mon., Nov. 9th 1:30 p.m. - WORKSHOP:
"Computer Science Jobs"
with representatives from

PERFORMING ARTS - Positions as theatre
marketing director, development director, managers,
technical directors, production coordinators , scenic
artists and literary managers, as well as temporary
jobs and internships. Announced in the latest bulletin of
Art Search . Available now in the Career Planning
Library .

All right, Foss faces on floor
number three. No classifieds
from you, yet there 's been three
by me. This one makes four to
post on -your door, but"l won 't
write one more 'cause you 're
making trie sore. Be good. Youkno'wwh * Is watching.
Classifieds
Anonymous

f &A

•

A WIDE SELECTION OF CONTINEN TAL BEEF ,
VEAL , PORK , AND SEAFOOD SPECIALITIES,

Appointments Recommended

VEGETARIAN DISHES AND DIFFERENT CREPES

465-3223

Fairfield St. (Rt. 23)
Oakland , Me,
(3 miles fro m Colby)

i

.

'

HEALTH
>
EMERGENCY?

I§ f ^ «[T*'_r"-_____ "^. °»

JCALL 231 or 611

SECOND TIME
ABOUND rn.

EXCELLENT SELECTION OF WINES AND BEERS.
For reservations please call:

Kathy Soderber g, word has If
that you ' re really - a rabid,
raving,
hopelessly
liberal
Democrat ,• w ho shares her
CARE package spoils with the
masses rather than amon g the
network.
" old-boy " business
Say it ain't so.
Happy Birthda y, dear Jo Jo, we
love you - infl rtd and Jen

tflLL <JYX D

HOMEMADE GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN PASTR IES.
i..

HAIR DESIGN

873-5 939

- Fresh men — intro duce your parents to the
f inest dining in the Waterville area .

i

PEOPLE'S

18 TEMPLE STREET
WATERVILL E, AAE.

at foftarw SebastianB

i.

Professors Interested In giving
Informal talks to the International
Relations Club at
dinner in Dana this year should
set
up dates
with
Scott
Kreuzfnger Xi24, Ed Solenskl
X524, Marie Joyce X578 or Greg
Nemrow X457.

Happy Birthda y Little R...This Is
the fifth one In a. row I've
beaten yau to. Let' s make it a
great one! B.

^
^3

i

6 :00 p.m., Robins Room Workshop: "The Job
Search"

Classifieds

carry com puter magazines ,books and
^^3J\We
^^^
lies ,as well as p ersonal computers
^&^ %i &^s supp
\£Sfi ®J^
starting at $299.
^"" 129 Main St . Waterv ill e, Maine 04901 (207) 873-2192

11,

Exeter Associates - Robins
Room - everyone welcome
Tues., Nov. 10th 3:00 p.m. - WORKSHOP:
"Working for the Federal
Government " with Cliff
Andreason of the.Veterans
Administration - Robins
I
Room
Wed., Nov. 11th Now York University MBA Program - sign up for
an appointment with Gen
in Career Planning
' •New York Law School sign uj^fqr air appointment
with Gen in Career Planning .
6:00 p.m. - Robins RoomInterviewing Workshop
Thurs., Nov. 12th Rutgers University MBA & Professional
Accounting Programs - sign
up for an appointment with
Gen in Career Planning

I

Tired of sending flowers ?
j f C*
Send a bouquet of BALLOONS W
occasio n delive red dny ^here vj
e» in the
Waterville area in costume!
at
ire
Becky£ ; .' 4654MTO f
_..-^u
Pi m Acres MnU/Kennedy Memorfal Dr. i•
Mon-Fri : lOain ^pm

J I Sat:

10aiti»3pm

OnklandU Mo.; t

¦^f ' - , :^; ^ ^ ^ p - , \! lj

Residential Life Council guidelines approved
The Student Affairs Committee of the College recently
adopted a proposal for a Residential Life Council. The
concept of the RLC was developed by the Student
Affairs Committee, and the Stu-A, with input from the
IFC. The RLC will augment current student government
organizations by allowing for increased student involvement in the planning and organization of social and
cultural events, and by providing for a mechanism
through which student sentiment on issues of interest
will be heard.
In practical terms, the twenty-nine member RLC
board will meet every other week during the semester
for general business. Early in the semester, the RLC
will plan a calendar of-social events to.be funded l)y the
RLC. Activities will include major social events sponsored by a dorm, fraternity, or sorority open to all
students, and intra-dorm events.
The RLC offers a new and potentially dynamic approach to social life at Colby, but the student body must
support it. Any resident of a dorm is eligible to rum for a
position on his or her respective Dorm Council.
Nomination sheets are available from dorm head
residents. Nominations are open until Tuesday, Nov. 10.
Electiojis will be held Wednesday, Nov. 11 in each
T
dormitory.
The Residential Life Council guidelines are as follows:
THE RESIDENTIAL LIFE COUNCIL

I. GOAL: To facilitate the functioning and coordination of social and cultural activities on campus ; and
to gauge student sentiment on issues of importance,
making recommendations to the Stu-A as necessary.
II. MEMBERSHIP: The RLC is chaired by the Public
Information Chairperson . Membership is composed of
the Social Life and Cultural Life Chairs, representatives
from all dorm groups, an off-campus representative,
and representatives from each fraternity and sorority.
Representation will be as follows:
Dorms ( one representative per 80-150 dorm residents)
Averill-1
Heights - 1
Johnson --1

Dana,-2
.
Foss-1
Woodman -1
Leonard-Marriner -1
Taylor-Sturtevant -1
_
Coburn -1
Mary Low -1
Male Quad -1
Female Quad -1
Fraternities and Sororities - one representative per
organization )
Off-Campus -1
Student Affairs Rep. - 1
Stu-A Reps. - 3
III. VOTING: RLC representatives from all dorms
and the off-campus representative have one vote each,
fraternity and sorority representatives have % vote

each. The Stu-A members and the Student Affairs
Committee Representatives are non-voting;
IV. ELECTION of RLC representatives: Representatives are elected by vote of the dorm residents.
Students vote at the place they live. Fraternities,
sororities, and off-campus students elect representatives
from their respective groups.
V. FUNCTIONS: a) To( solicit student opinion,
evaluate it, and make recommendations to the Stu-A
Executive Committee. These recommendations may
include requests for specific action by the Stu-A.
bO To serve as an implementation arm of the Stu-A
Executive Committee in carrying out Stu-A policy and
programs involving both campus and community service activities.
c) To set up a calendar of all social and cultural events
occuring during the semester. The RLC will sponsor and

•Honor Code may be fi nalized by Sp ring

Continuedf r om Pa ge1
forums are being scheduled
including one
Thursday
night at ATO, and faculty
forums are also planned.
The committee hopes to
present a final version of
the Honor Code to the EPC
next spring. After EPC
approval, both faculty and
students must approve the
code. The faculty will vote
first, but if either group
rejects the proposal, it will
not go into effect.
The
Honor
System
process is designed to be
used only in the case of
serious infractions.
The
proposal states that there

In addition ,
subject to review by the objection.
point
every
student
would be
any
Board. If, at
following the accusation, required to write and sign
charges of harassment or the statement "Affirm, No
intimidation enter the case, Aid , No Viola tions " after
it will be immediately each graded work.
If this proposal is apreferred to the Faculty
proved,
Appeals Board.
students
may
request extensions for test
If the final proposal is days.
A student may
accepted in the spring , it is request that he take the
expected to be implemented Final Examina tion a day or
next year. The class of 1986 two after the rest of the
would be required to sign an class has taken it.
oath recognizing the Honor According to sub-committee
Code, and understanding member, David Strage, the
die consequences violating "Honor Code places a
In addition, instances it. Upperclassmen would burden of responsibility on
involving harassment, theft, have the option of signing the students. "
" (Continued on page20)
and vandalism will also be the oath or a certificate of

are four basic serious infractions : 1) The attempt to
give or receive assistance in
,a formal exercise without
due acknowledgement; 2 .
The submission of the same
work for academic credit
more than once without
permission; 3) Willful
falsification of data, information or citations in
any formal exercise and A)
Deception
concerning
adherence to the conditions
set by the professor for the
formal academic exercise.

SOCIAL a CULTURAL LIFE I
PRESENT

THE HISTORY OF
ROCK N ROLL
WI TH
BOWZER

I

FROM SHA NA NA
FRIDAY-NOV- 6
ADMISSION I
8:00 IN GIVEN
$2.00
I
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P
' .S. Your Cat is Dead disturbing
by Derek S. Tarson
Sometimes it becomes necessary for a reviewer to ask
himself not only what he liked or disliked about the play
but what feelings the play aroused in him. Such is the
case with "P.S. Your Cat Is Dead" by James Kirkwood.
This play, which seems to be a mixture of Edward
Albee and Neil Simon, was vaguely disturbing. After
some self-analysis , the realization came, to touch on the
Freudian , that this play had hit a latent male adolescent
curiosity about homosexual love and what it's like. In
other words, this play is constructed to be the
psychological . equivalent of that almost universal fantasy about the nature of homosexual love. However,
even at a college as liberal as Colby, the critic's job is to
review the plot and production of a play ; it is not to
analyze its psychological meaning.
The basic story revolves around a middle-aged actor
named Jimmy Zoole, a good boy who does everything
he 's supposed to do and is said to have little
imagination, who has had a run of bad luck. He's lost
two jobs, his girlfriend's run out on him, his cat just
died , and he has been robbed twice in the last three
months. The burglar, Vito Antonucci, a bisexual
hustler, has come back a third time; but this time
Jimmy Zoole catches him, ties him to the sink, and cuts
off his pants (which is the first time one realizes that
this is not handled totally realistically.) After other
various humiliations, the first act ends with Jimmy and
Vito singing an offkey version of Auld Lang Syne, this
being New Year's Eve.
In the second act, after Vito breaks down crying fro m
his treatment, Jimmy and Vito talk about their lives,
and become friendlier towards each other. The climax,
double meaning intended, occurs when Jimmy's
girlfriend comes in after they are both a little high from
some marijuana they have smoked and pretend .that
they have been lovers for a long time. The play
resol v es, rather slowly, with Vito trying to convince
Jim m y to let him live with him ; and ends eventually
with Jimmy allowing Vito to sleep over the night with
the possibility of permanency.
Juan Colon-Collazo, who played Jimmy Zoole, was
very good ; however, he lacked energy in the first act,
which brought the play down. He also had some trouble
with going from one emotion to another too quickly, with
little transition. In the second act, however, he improved magnificently, and the play improved with him .
Scott Sophos was fantastic as Vito Antonucci. It is
obvious that he, being one of the co-directors, chose the

(pho tos by Christ i Smith)

Above ,J uan Colon as jimmy Zoole arguing
with his girlfriend Kate (Becky Bullen).
Right,jimmy baffled by the weapon .
play to play this part; still he did it with an almost
professional flair. It is preferable to have someone
excellent in an obviously precast role than to have
someone worse who go t the part fairly.
Rebecca Bullin, " playing Kate Hough , Jimmy 's
girlfiriend, was excellent and at times made the

audience really believe that she was in her thirties,
which is rare on the college stage. J. Nash Robbins,
playing Kate 's new boyfriend , was satisfactory, but one
could have wished for a little more eye-contact with the
rest of the cast. Still, he delivered his lines well and
with humour.
The direction by Scott Sophos and Ross Brennan was
very good, although sometimes the blocking was such
that the actors were pointed upstage while speaking,
causing lines to be lost.
The scenery was excellently designed by Steve Woody
and Margaret Libby. It was the most convincing
scenery this reviewer has seen in the Cellar Theatre,
although this is partly owing to the great new paint job
down there.
All in all, the play was very good. Maybe this can
start a trend: Mr. Albee, meet Mr. Simon.
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I Frlday^Nov. 5— Doug Walnoris plays country ,
¦
blues , rag , and other traditiona l American
I

I
W

magi clan Remonstrates ESP-erI-MENTAL ISM.9 p.m. I

SPECIALSrill! Grmola cookies and p umpkin cooties J ^MB M
I
T&rn* BAKED
' ^^^ I
' ALSO p ita sandwiches vilthyour choice of Mings
I
.
^
I Next 'Friday, Nov . 13, at 6:30 p.m., A special
I
Get your tickets ($5.00) at the
Coffeehouse , M^
Kj^
5cott Sophos as Vito Antonucci • floored
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Colbyettes, Eight host Invitational '' Arts Notes
by Laura Higgins
Last year, "everyone
loved it - it was insane?'
This year, it will be even
better. On Saturday night,
the Colby Eight and the
Colbyettes will host their
annual Invitational Concert.
At this yearly event, the
Eight and 'Ettes are joined
by similar singing" groups
from other small New
England colleges.
Past
concerts have been held in
Lorimer Chapel and, most
recently, in the Coffeehouse.
But last year's hugely
popular show proved a
fiasco in terms of space.
The jammed Coffeehouse
barely allowed room for the
performers. This year, the
action will be in the more
spacious Community Room
of the Heights.
Two male and four female
groups will sing. Guests
will be the Middlebury
Mischords, the Bowdoin
and
the
Miscellania,
Wheaton Whims (girls) ;
and the Brown Jabberwocks. The Whims, who
lave cut a record, and the
Jabberwocks, are known to
he Colby Eight; last
spring, during the Eight's
annual tour, they sang with
j oth
groups
at
the
prown Club in New York.
According to Eight director
Dan Crocker, these groups

'
(ph oto by Paul Deranian)
Barbara Leonard and Dan Crocker - looking forward to the weekend .
are excellent; the Jabberwocks are "much like
the Colby Eight."
Last year on that same
tour, basicallv an alumni tour, the Eight met one of
their alumni, Bob Brown, in
New York. Brown, who
owns a recording studio,
Badito
Productions,
promptly arranged some
songs for the Eight and
recorded th e master tracks
for an album. This Colby

Eight album should be out
by February.
This Saturday, our Colby
groups will present some
new music. The Colbyettes'
be
will
performance
highlighted by a sparkling
rendition of "Get Happy,"

:*

(continued on next page)
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Celebrate d
cellist
to app ear
On Sunday, November 8,
at 3 p.m. in Given
Auditorium ,
the Colby
Community
Music
Associates will present
Sharon Robi nson , who has
been acclaimed one of
today's
most
brilliant
cellists. Winner of the 1979
Avery
Fisher
Recital
Award , this beautiful and
exciting young artist has
appea red in the major cities
of the U.S. She has perform ed with such art i sts as
Rudolf Serkin , Zu k erman ,
and the Guarneri Quartet.
Born in Houston , Texas ,
Robinson was playing cello
at the age of fi ve an d ma de
her professional debut with
the Houston Symphony and
Sir John Barbirolli at
fourteen , She was . later
chosen to participate in
master classes g iven by
Pablo Casals.
Robinson win be accompanied
by
pianist
Margo Garrett. Ms, Garrett
is from the Manhattan
School of Music, the Sarah
Lawrence College, and the
Tanglewood
Festival
f acu lties, and has toured in
Europe , Asia, and South
America. Sunday afternoon
promises beautiful music
from these distinguished
artists.

"Seven Beauties." a free film in Lovejoy 100,
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
Contra Dance featuring the South Bristol String
Band, Roberts Loft, Thursday, 8:30 p.m.
History of Rock 'n* Roll" with Sha Na Na's Jon
Bauman, alias "Bowzer."
A multi-media
presentation. Given Auditorium, Friday, 8 pirn
Admission.
Stu-A Film "F.M." Lovejoy 100, Friday and
Saturday, 7 and 9:30. Admission.
The Northern Border Caledonia Highlanders, a
well-known group of pipers," drummers, "and dancers, in the Scottish tradition of music, dance, and
dress, will appear at the Performing Arts Center at
Bath this Saturday at 8 p.m. For ticket information
call 442-8455.
Anthony diBomaventura, pianist, will give a free
dedicatory recital on Sunday, November 15, at 8
p.m. in Given Auditorium. Tickets for the general
public will be available the week of Nov. 9 at the
(This
Calendar Office, second floor Eustis.
Thursday and Friday, tickets for . the Colby Community only are available at the Calendar Office.)
The Dave Brubeck Quartetwill perform off Friday,
November 13, in Portland City Hall Auditorium,
8:15 p.m. For ticket information call or write the
Portland Concert Assoc., 142 High St., Portland, ME
04101. 772-8630. ( Include - SSA envelope if ordering
tickets. )
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Dunham's raglan sleeve pigskin jacket has a luxurious, soft
texture. It features knit waistband and cuffs, zipper front ,
button through flap pockets, and quilted satin lining. Taupe or
nutmeg, Ladies' pigskin jacket. Sizes 6-14. $175. Men's pigskin jacket. Sizes 38-46 regular. $175.
His Lochlana plaid sport shirt by Hathaway is a blend of 80% cotton and 20°/owool. Rust/*oamel/navy. S,M,L,XL. $42.50 .
The patch wool cap in multi-brown tweeds can be worn by ladies
and gentlemen, S,M,L,XL. $22.
From Dunham's complete collection of Fall classics.

Dunham 'sof Maine
Quality apparel since 18B7
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Caelongu -vr Squsro , Watorvill o, Maln»
Opon dally 9;3O-5:30 Friday evenings until 0 P.M.
C omor of Exchan ge and Fodsral S l roe ls, Portland , Maino
Open daily 9:30-6:30 Thuriday ovanings until 8 P.M.
Mailor Card , Vtia itnd Amoitaaa Exprittoi cards honored.
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Sp ooky stories
by James Trumm

satire of parliamentary
debate.
Being read to is a rare
Professor
Phyllis
luxury at Colby, so it was Manocchf read another
not surprising that over 100 black-humored story about
people attended the Third a petty, murderous husband
Annual Halloween Reading whose guileless wife unlast Thursday night.
wittingly
turns
her
Sponsored by Cultural husband's murder plot
Lif e, this spectral event against him. When her
featured English Professors husband eats a poisonous
Charley Bassett, Patrick mushroom intended for her, I
__^ --_______3»l-_ -—1«~-MI
Phy llis
the wife refuses to go get a (photos by Paul Deranian)
Brancaccio,
Manpcchi, John Mizner, and doctor, and in a nice twist
John Sweney and student of poetic justice, demurely
Ray Forbes reading tales suggests to her dying
and poems of the fantastic husband that instead,, she
might go see the virile
and macabre.
First to read in tlie logger who lives down the Elevatorladies (right)
clown around in hats
darkened Robins Room was road.
and
shad es.
Professor Mizner, reading
Professor Charley Bassett
was
next
with
Wish"
"The
Poe's tale,of ''Hoo-Froe'.' In
this story of sadism and by Raoul Dahl. This story Linda Palian (below)
revenge, a diabolical dwarf takes place within the mind was a 60 's reject.
immolates a cruel and of a young boy who
foolish king and his develops the step-on-acrack-you'U-break-yourministers. Professor John
Sweney read Saki's "The mother's-back rhyme into a '
Open Window," a comic game of Byzantine compiece about a precocious plexity.
Finally, Ray Forbes read
young girl and a man with a
bad case of nerves. A W. S. three poems by Larry Levis
Gilbert ballad about can- (who read at Colby last
nibalism in the British year): "On Hearing the !
Dollmaker's Ghost by the
merchant marine followed.
Cannibalism was also the Riverside," "To a Wall of.
theme of a Mark Twain Flame in a Blast Mill,
story read by Professor Syracuse, 1969," and "The'
Brancaccio.
Patrick
Spirit Says, You Are
"Cannibalism in the Cars" Nothing. " Levis' ghostly
is at once a black-humored images of suicide and
fantasy about a group of melancholy were made i
men stranded in a surreally vivid by Forbes'
snowbound train and a hypnotic voice.
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4 Main Street , Oakland , Maine 465-7451

Thursday

Night:

Chicken P armesan with noodles

Baked stuffed haddock with baked potato
Roast prime rib of beef with baked potato
Saturday Nig ht: Crepes Manicotti with garlic bread
Sp inach stuffed sole with baked potato
Roast prime rib of beef with baked potato
Wednesday Nig ht: Cauliflower cheese pie wih rice p ilaf

WEDS. COLBY COLLEGE NIGHT :
10% DISCOUNT WITH COLBY I.D.

+ FREE GLASS OF WINE WITH DINNER *

Thur«.
J ennifer

¦^¦^¦MM Wawa

ENTERT AINMEN T

Fri
& Saf Carhon Mmi
««HMaBMHHHHH
-l-IH _

Weds.
Pat Hu ssey

-^^

TuoB. Sot. llnm to 9:30 pm
Sunday brunch 9s30mii to 2pm Dinner 5pm to 9pm
Happy Hour Tuei.-Sat, 3pm to 7pm

station er s

7+ NNsvtv st

—
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Visitslfour Campus

SPECIAL S

Friday Nig ht: Ham & broccoli crep es with rice p ilaf

which is the last song Judy
Garland ever recorded for
MGM studios. The Colby
Eight will revive an old
Fred Astaire number,
Sexy Craigette
"They Can't Take That
Bystrynski and SeanAway From Me," arranged
ette P. Duffy with
by Peter Re and Bob
their man Cool-dude
Brown.
Steve Riley (left) direct
Sponsored by Cultural
from 42nq street.
Lif e, this weekend's show,
in keeping with tradition,
will be emceed by Dean
Gillespie. Come let Dan
Crocker and the Colby
Eight ' - Jeff Johansen,
David Fanger, Jeff Vogt,
Casey, . 'Tom
David
Underwood, John Hallowell,
and Bill Bowers - and
Barbara Leonard and the
Sally
Colbyettes
Lovegren, Dawna Eastman,
Maureen Hagerty, Sue
Palmer, Debbie Holmes,
Laurie Gagliano, and Nora
Putnam - along with their
guests,
Invitational
serenade you.
Eight p.m. Saturday in the
Community Room, the
Heights - there is no admission charge but the hat
will be passed. Get eager
for some good, clean .?)
fun!
gfre
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Colby
* Eight

toAnswer Questions on
the M.B.A. Pro gram

Located in the heart of the Wall Street area, New York Univ ersity 's
Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students for
executive positions for over 60 years. A recent survey by Standard &
Poor 's ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the source
of graduate education for chief executives in major companies. On
I
Wednesday,November 11, an admissions officer
will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility of the graduate
business program. Check with
Tk. T
X F
the Office of Career DevelopI
"¥
|
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T
\
|
/
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ment
sign-up schedule and
I ^y
|
l
P \A/
llX lV furtherf°rinfo
rmation .
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New York University is nn affirmative
I 1 f|
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opportunity institution.

SKIP
NOV.
19th.
On Novem ber 19,
we'd like you to stop
smoking cigarettes for
th a
24 hours. It's wor
try. Because if you *,
can skip cigarettes for
a day, you might
discover you can skip
'em forever/

THE ORIAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
|
AmericanCancer Society f
ThliiPK * contributed by thc puWIirw

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!!

\

WATERVILLE HOUSE of FIZZ/
ELM CITY SHOPPING CENTER. WATERVILLE
873-0960 (TAKE-OUT)

BUY 2 WPIZZA S, GET . ME E

W/ COLBY ID

_ ,.;

(PEPPERONI , HAMBURG, OR H A M)
¦ ;
(EXPIRES SAJURDMr tkiV a r t)

Five selected to All-Northeast scraad

Field Hockey shines at Northeasterns
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by Sandra Lang

Colby Fiefd Hockey ended
its regular season play with
a tou gh loss agains t Bates
last
Wednesda y.
Despite a very hard tougnt
game, Bates ended up as
die victor 2-1.
Letty
Roberts was Colby ' s lone
scorer .
Colby ended its whole
season on a very high note,
though , by doing extremely
well at the Northeast
Tournamen t held at Tr init y
College this past weekend ;
Colby
played two games on
i"Tl «ll_ lllllmm —li — i l l
iiii ii nn
I
in

Saturday .and one on Sunda y .
Early on Saturday Colby
defeated Middlebury . 1-0.
Leah Maher , who had j ust
returned to the Colby lineup after being inju red all
season , scored Colby's one
goal on a stunn ing corner
hit.
Later that day, Colby tied
Smith College <M) in a
evenly match ed game .
On Sunday, Colby defeated
Western Connet icut College
heartil y 2-0. Colby clearly
dominate d the ent ire game
with over 30 shots on goal.
Leah Maher scored both

gohls and was assisted by
Sand y Lang on the second
goal.
AtJ he conclus ion of the
tournament ,
individual
players from the 24 teams
that attended were selected
by tournament officials- to
compet e in the Northeas t
Tournament to be held at
Smith College, November 14
and 15:
Colby had an excellent
showing with five player s
being selected f or the
Division A teams.
Jill
Watson and Sheila Ryan
were named to the first
team , Sandy Lang and

Diane Pete ric were named f
to the second team ; an d
Jessica Gwynne was named
to the third team.Those '
selected at th is t ournamen t
may th en go on to compete \
in the Rational tournament I
to be held in Florida.
In addition , Diane. Peteric j
and Wendy Runstadler were j
honore d by being named to !
the All-Maine All Star team \
last week. Peteric and j
Runstadler were chosen i
from over 100 of the Maine !
State College players and !
were selected by the :
coaches as well as die
players.

' V-V
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Field Hock ey |
act ion
j
|
at Colb y
! At right. Colby 's Jill
1 Watson heads up field .

i% -

At left, part of the team
.that went 2-0-1 at
tourney.

|(Photos by Sarah WoodhouseJ

Men win four
out of last five
by Tom Nelson

Coach Mark Serd j enian
has re peatedly been quoted
as say ing that , "if his teanoi
could just eliminate its few
costly mistakes , the squad
would come away Ivith an
impressive string of vic:
torles. "

Last

Wednesda y ,

Mules closed , out

the

their
season against Far mington
precisely , as Serdjenian had
envisioned Not only did
they win 1-6 on a goal by
Kwame Nkarisafi , : but the
Colby squad won their last
four out of five games to
finish the season at 4-8.
Both coach and players
felt the sudde n and timely
string of success had been
due primarily to inspired

goal tending. For the entire
season
Jamie
O'Neil
recorded a 1.7goals against
avera ge, Tim McCrlstal a .5
and Bill Mooreman a 1.8.
However , the sudden string
of success also has to be
attributed to the team 's
abilit y to play as a unit , to
the defense 's new look and

to an aggressive and goal

oriented offense.

From a coach 's point of
(Photo by Todd Lachman)
Marsha Landau
view , Serdjenian remarked j
that "the team's attitude season , "was tne defense then completely shut down
had
always
remained
coming together , to take into a defensive mold to
positive, and even during
some of the goal scoring prevent Farming ton from
disappointing moments , the burden off the offense. "
, tying up the game. . ,
team always .looked ahead
Once this problem was
to a better performance ."
Both Captain Dan Roy
solved, the Mules' heart and
During the first half of the Intensity also showed up In and Captain Pat Fortin felt
season the Mules would the final scores.
The that if the team had been
appear stron g in one aspect
Farmin gton. game was able to notch a few early
but weak or lethar gic in typical of the second half of I victories , the entire outlook
another , Serdjenian felt the Colby 's season , Tho Mulos I on the season would have
key to the second Half of the -¦WCTfi flMe to score first and . been different .

Women's team
is on th e rise

team this season. The Most
Im prove d Player award
went
to i . senior Linda
y
" Colb was a much better
Churchill. Sophomore Beth
team than last year ," said
Ellis earned The Ca pta in's
assistant women 's soccer
award , and A nne Boatr igh t
coach Ken Gagnpn in a
won the Underclassman 's
recent interview . From the
awa rd .
optimism of the women 's
Commenting
on
the
end-of-the ^season ban q uet
season in general , Gagnon
on O ctober 28, it' s a pparent
said , " Our record (4 - 7) is
that the players are looking
about the same as last year ,
forward to an even better
but we played teams like
season next year. Award
Bowdoin and Boston College
winners were announced at
who were among the top
the ban quet , a list which
teams in New England . We
Included many returnees for
were unlucky as -far as
next year.
Injuries , and wc needed
Next year 's captains are
He added
more depth. "
juniors Cindy Milton and
Mary Kennedy. The Most '• that next year the team will
be losing Karen Cowles,
Valuable Player award
went to seniors Karen
Jeffra Becknell and Mary
Cowles and Jeffra Becknell ,
Glenn , but that the front
who helped compose a
line and midfield will imdefensive backbone for the
prove with recruited talent.
by Cory Humphreys

5-1 Bobcats run into fired up Mul es

Colby gives Bates scare, loses 10-6
by Don McMillan and Arthur Jackson

No matter what Bates coach Web Harrison says about
the conf rontation, the Mules gave the Bobcats quite a
scare last Saturday in Lewiston. If a questionable

clipping call had not killed a 4th quarter Colby drive the
Mules just might have knocked off the mighty Bobcats,
one of die top ten small college teams in the East.
"We were flat today, " said fourth year coach
Harrison. "We have to play a lot better to beat
Bowdoin next week. I thought we would have an easier
time with Colby."
A fun day at the gridiron it was not for the Bates
squad on their always muddy Garcelon Field. Even
though Colby was 1-4 entering the contest, the inspired
Mules played Bates even, and prompted Colby coach
Tom Kopp to call the game "an excellent effort ; a move
in the right direction."
The Mules had to wait until there were four and a half
minutes left in the game to put some points on the
scoreboard, but when Colby scored, they did it with a
bang.
The Bobcats had just increased their lead to 10-0 with
a 28 yard field goal and time was running out on the
Mules. Colby was forced to go to the airways. Quarterback Tom Walsh stepped back In the Docket at the
Colby 26 and unloaded a bomb for captain Matt Maley,
who was racing down the right sideline.
Maley twisted to his outside to catch the ball at the
Bates 40, cut around the Bobcat defender an d ran alone
into the endzone as the Mule fans went wild. The play
covered 66 yards and was Colby's longest of the season.
Trailing* now 10-6, Coach Kopp decided to go for the
two-point conversion so that the Mules would only need
a field goal to win. However, Francis Kelly's pass on
the halfback option was intercepted by John Petrosky,
who h ad three interceptions in th e game, and Colby still
trailedl0-6.
.

"Master of the Block" Tom McGillicuddv (28) leads the punt rush against Bates. Blocking punts andfield
goals_has been a specialty for the Mules this season .
(Photo by CatherineStehman) \
fooled the Bobcat defense. Maley scampered down the
the key play in the drive when he caught a pass that
sideline for 15 yards before the pursuit began to close in.
took the Bobcats from the Colby 16 to the-two. Charlie
A Colby blocker gained position and cut down the lead
Richardson slashed into the endzone in the next play on
Bobcat def ender to give Maley ten more yards and a
a sweep.
key first down.The referee directly in front of the play
"We weren't disappointed with the game," said Kopp.
made no motion. However , a ref on the othetr side of
"The coaches felt we established the proper attitude the field ran over and whipped out his yellow flag after
what it takes to win and be competitive. Earlier in the
season we let the games get away from us in the second
the whistle and the Colby fans went into an uproar. The
IVIules were set way back and had to punt three plays
half."
later. The damage was irreversible.
Alth ough the Mules are on the road aga in this week,
The defensive struggle was scoreless until the last
coach Kopp and his squad regard the contest as a home
minutes of the third quarter. Before that, both squads
game. The Mules will play at Tufts, with a large con. had attempted field goals, but with no success. Bates'
tingent of Colby parents expected. Many of the Colby
first attempt from 25 yards sailed wide and then
players are greater Boston-based.
"master of the block," Tom McGillicuddy, took care of
Tufts is a traditionally powerful team under the
the second.
leadership of young but successful head coach Vic
McGillicuddy, who has also blocked two punts and
Gatto. Last week the Jumbos raised their record to 3-2-1
^ anot
h er fi eld goal, stuf fed this try by Bates' Dan Sarsen
when they beat Amherst 43-16. Last year the Jumbos
in th e second quarter ; Colby had an attempt of its own
blew the Mules off the field in Waterville 37-3, Tufts'
in t he second quarter, but Maley misfired on the lack.
off ensive leader is surprising sophomore QB Dave
Bates got the big break it needed to score when
Piermarin l, who throws mostly off of a veer type ofPetrosky intercepted a Walsh pass at the Colby 33. All
fense. Coach Kopp is convinced that Colby's att itu de and
rJew England wide receiver Larry
»»iJT
DiGiammarino
hart
performance are improving, and he. feels that the Mules
—__—g_-————————^^ _ ^—fc Tin iiij igiWM BB>B! ^ H__l_______________i
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(Photos by CatherineStehman)
Safety John Crowley recovered tw o fumbles last
we ek. Captain Matt Maley (right) finds open
ro om on ill-fated reverse. Referee in background
made a qu estionabl e cl ip call on the play.
With the clock a factor, Colby needed a strong effort
from their defense so the offense would have one more
chance to score, The Mules got that chanc e when the
defense shut down the Bobcat attack and Colby received
the ball with 2:30 left in the game, 73 yar ds away f rom a
touchdown and victory.
Unfortunately, there weren't any more last minute
heroics left in the Colby arsenal. No polished two
minute drill like the Dallas Cowboys. The Mules ran
four plays, but were unable to get a first down and the
first game of the CBB season was Bates'.
A key blow early in the final period crippled the Mules
momentum and a scoring bid. Right after the Bates
touchdown the Mules started to demonstrate some oftensive movement. On a second down play at midfield
Maley took an end around handoff that completely
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Concours e Waterville
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873-0724
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• Emerge ncy Road Service
^
5 • MacPh erson Strut Shocks
b
S Next to Hamlin 's Beverage Barn
9
Installed $100
^
8 NY STYLE FRESH DOUGH PIZZA fc fc • Looking f or a car to buy ? Bring ^
S Mon.-ThurB. 3pm-12am Fri. & Sat. lpm-2am
^
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E verything you need for a
Winning Hockey Team

J

Full line of Hockey Equipm ent
¦
HocKey Sti cks
Bauer & Micro n Skates

.
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Skate Sharpening
Check our prices on
Competi tive Team J erseys
Figure Skates, too

*
J»
*

FREE SKA TE SHARPENIN G
WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY HOCKEY STICK

S
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and with COL BY I.D.
Offer good throug h Sat. Nov.14
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Yankees bite the dust
¦

¦

Did it really happen?
Was that really Tom
Lasorda happily rollingonto
the field after the final out
of the World Series? Did a
team with Davey "Hands of
Stone" Lopes actually WIN
the World Series?
The answer to all of the
above: sort of. Yes, officially the Los Angeles
Dodgers defeated the New
York Yankees four games
to two to win the tide, but I
see the Series in a different
way. To me the Yankees
LOST the World Series.
Arid to any Red Sox fan
that's what counts.
But give those Dodgers
credit. Even though they
had the 10th best record in
baseball in 1981 they came
through in the playoffs. In
the Series they displayed
great starting . pitching,
timely home run hitting,
and a great will to come
back. The Yankees lost it
thanks to Dave Winfield,
Ron Davis, George (0 - 3)
Frazier, the .Designated
Hitter rule, and an inability
to put L.A. away.
Let's first look at it from
the California viewpoint.
The Dodgers powerful
pitching triumvirate of
Fernando Valenzuela, Jerry
Reuss, and Burt Hooton was
awesome when it had to be.
Each of these pitchers
pitched one exceptional
Series game. And to boot,
the normally overlooked
Dodger bullpen was far
superior than the world
famous Yankee bullpen.

q^^^^^

get away.

Clutch home runs didn 't
hurt the Dodgers either.
Time.and time again L.A.
came up with key blasts.
The hardest to describe
characteristic
of
the
Dodgers is their instinctive
will to come back from a
deficit. In all three of their
playoff series, against
Houston, Montreal, and
finally Newt York, the
Dodgers were dangerously
close to elimination before
they turned it on. Somehow
the veteran Los Angeles
players got pumped up
when they had to and
became one of the greatest
Team Comebacks ever.
The Yankees simply
beat themselves in the final

The Designated . Hitter
rule also hurt the Yankees.
Because of an inconsistency
in league rules, New York
had to have pitchers hit in
the World Series who hadn't
touched a bat in years. The
big swinging pitchers went
a combined 0-14.
With , the score tied 1-1
midway through the sixth
game manager Bob Lemon
lifted Tommy John and his
0.69 Series ERA for a pinch
John's pitching
hitter.
replacement was George
Frazier. The pinch hitter
Frazier got
lined out.
Yankees
lost
bombed. The
the Series,
Overall this year's World
Series was hardly an
October Classic. Records
for errors and men left on
four games of the Series. base and sloppy play were
They got whipped four established. P erhaps it was
straight times and looked fitting that these two teams
Series in
more like the Big Apple met in this World
baseball
of
a
mockery
Chokers than the Bronx this
Yankees
as
both
the
season,
Bombers. A star until the
were inWorld Series, Dave "$$$$$" and Dodgers establishing
strumental
in
Winfield hit .045 and confree
tributed little defensively and encouraging thecaused
system
that
agent
Ron
counted.
it
when
Davis, virtually unstoppable the baseball strike. Without
in the earlier playoff people like George Steinrounds, compiled a 23.14 brenner and Dave Winfield
ERA under World Series the 1S81 baseball disaster
Meanwhile, probably would not have
pressure.
George Frazier, a minor occured. Because of the
leaguer during most of the strike and the improvised
season, saw enough time to playoff schedule that exlose a record three games. cluded the team with the
The Yankees had several best overall record in
chances to close in for the baseball we will never know
kill in the Series but each who really had the best
time they let the Dodgers team in baseball this year.

Whitmore named

Richard L. Whitmore, head His career record stands at
coach of basketball at Colby 149 wins against 107 losses.
College, has been selected In 1980, he was named
as a member of the College Maine Coach of the Year.
Division Committee by the The "College Division
Nati<mA . Association of Committee serves as a
Basketball Coaches. One of guiding force for Divisions
eight members on the II and III coaches in regard
national
committee , to policy and suggestions
Whitmore represents New for improvements in play,
England, Division III.
tournament organization,
Coach of Colby 's varsity and decision-making areas.
teams since 1970, Whitmore The NABC national
has established a fine meeting will be held in New
tradition of competitive Orleans in March, 1982.
basketball at the college.

Alumnae retu rn
Ten!alumnae'f rom 1976-1980
led by Patty Valavanis '80,
Colby's all time leading
scorer
in
women's
basketball, return to Colby
for the annual alumni game
Saturday night.
Colby students are invited
to preview this year 's team,
which should be substantially improved over

EAT

China Exp ress
873-7154
873-7155
Located in Elm Plaza ,
behind DeOrsey 's
Sit-in &' take-out service
Delivery service, available In Nov.
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Colby Coach Jim Wescott
said "everybody worked
hard and ran well; the
times fell by a lot. That's
all we can ask for. It was a
great team effort." Freshman Rob Edson lowered his
best time for the course
from 27:16 to 26:32, a 44
mmmmwmmmm??*^

State Cham pionsh ip Acti on

previous recorefset by Kelly
Dodge of Colby last year.
Four other runners were
under the old record, including Rob Edson, Todd
Coffin, and under his own
course record, Kelly Dodge.
Rob Edson was first for
Colby, finishing 2nd overall.
At Colby 's and U.M.O.'s
last meeting, the Mules lost
to Maine by 9 points ; the
spread was narrowed to 3
points on Friday, as Maine
took 1st, 4th, 7th, 9th, and
10th places for 31 points,

second sprea d that put him
In 2nd place for the State
runner-up title. Junior cocaptains Todd Coffin and
Kelly Dodge lowered their
bests, too, finishing in 3rd
place in 26:36, , and 5th in
26:49 respectively. Colby's
other two scoring finishers,
4th and 5th , on the team,
were Terry Martin 11th
overall in 27:29, and Tom
Pickering 13th in 27: 57,
both lowering their bests for
the course by almost a
minute .

WANTED
AT

'

HEADQUARTERS

RIBS

AT

Onion Rings FREE With
Every Party of Four
(with Colby l-D .}
PHONE.872-9411

f ~ mmmm mm,f'With this coupon mmmmmwmmm\

and Colby had 2nd, 3rd, 5th,
Uth, and 13th for 34.

recently
Come
to
Wadsworth
redecorated
Gym and see the first Colby
basketball action of the
year.

OREN SHIRO ' s
RESTAURANT
Onion Ring Loaf

Restaurant

j & any order oyer $5} y ou get \
j
J I FREE order of egg rolls
i

last year's edition. Greater
depth and overall ability
are expected to make it a
fine year for Colby
Women's Basketball.

in Maine

by Rob Baldwin
It was a fast day for
Colby's men's cross-country
team, but not fast enough.
U.M.O. beat Colby by 3
points for the State
Championship, for which
Colby, Maine, Bates, and
Bowdoin competed here on
Friday. Gerry Clapper of
U.M.O. won the meet in a
course record time of 26:19!
breaking by 43 seconds, the

WEST RIVER ROAD
WATERVILLE

(Near Thomas College)

BAD HA IRSTY LES
REWARD

• Great Looki ng Hairstyle
• Healthy Manageable Hair
• Profeaa ionable Ad vice On
The Correc t Produc ts
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It's playoff time for I PLAY teams
together. I think everyone
is psyched about the
championship." Each team
credited the other with
playing a hard game in the
finals, which ended in a
close 15-12, 15-1.2 scores.
Captain Knox noted that
Dave Mitchell, Dennis
Belanger,
and
Parker
Kressen were the team's
outstanding players this
year.
Brian Sanborn, captain of
the B.S. Bunch, said his
team had an excellent
season (11-2) and, although
they are disappointed at not
winning the championship,
they are glad they made it
to die finals. "We played a
good game against the
Vegies and kept the score
close, but they just outplayed us when it counted,"
commented Captain Sanborn.
During regular
season play the B.S. Bunch

by DeDe Galvin

The Fall season of I-Play
volleyball ended last week
when the Vegies beat the
B.S. Bunch to capture the
1981 intramural league
championship. In the semifinals which were held
earlier in the week, the B.S.
Bunch beat Averill by a 151, 15-7 score, and the Vegies
beat The Good Side of
Campus by a 15-6, 15-11
their
score
to earn
respective positions in the
finals.
When asked to comment
on her team's win in the
finals, Barbara Knox said,
"It was definitely our best
game of the season. We
were behind at first but we
were able to pull through by
well
working
really
««n_____-______fe_a-____ta
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Don't you do the breaststroke? Swim team captain
Eric Ridgeway spikes a shot for the title winning
Vegies in l-Play Volleyball.
~
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Threatening odds-making supermacy on Mayflower Hu %
Susan "the Greek " Reese became a three time winner in
the Echo Footba ll Contest. Ray Forb es j oined Reese in the
winners circle f or week 6 with the same p rediction :

Bates 14 Colb y 6

The actual score was Bates 10 Colby 6.
|M__ian«Bfla«s -i_ i_ fB-iBHSB«B -i_B_i_iaBBa B__i _i_iBiiHBBa asa

S ECHO FOOTBALL CONTEST S¦

•
¦ Week

7

5
¦
J ust fill in your
B predicted score and
¦
drop off this
¦
entry blank at
¦
Roberts Desk.
2 Winner and
¦
next week's
¦
blank will be
published in the
I
¦
•Nov,12 ECHa
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Physical Education Proficienc y, Tests

•

test passed. The physical
education requirement is
two semesters of physical
education. The standard for
passing the test is comparable to the level that
would be expected from the

Field House Whitmore
Lobby

253

Nov. 16 12:45 p.m.

Squash
Courts

Covell

253

Nov. 16 11:45

Racquetball Racquetball Kopp
Courts
Poulins
Riding
Poullns

253

Nov. 16 1:00 p.m.

Hillside
Stables

I

453-9731 Call for Appt .

Carsons

227-

Nov. 17 10:00p.m.

Swimming Pool

Johnsto n

227

Nov. 17 7:00 p.m.

Tennis

Carson

227

Squash

Squash
Courts

(If you havea WSI certificate,take it to Mr.Johnston at this time)

Indoor ¦
. "courts
Volleyball Basketball
court '

Pluck

¦227

Nov. 19 10:00 a.m.

¦

2. lylarriners

3. Pi Lam da

4. Schwills

FOOTBALL RESULTS
(week of Oct. 26-31)

Teams
Zete II vs. DU
Heights vs. Zete II
KDR vs. DU

Score
20-2
19-2
6-2

There was a large field of
competitors at the Women's
New England Cross Country
Championships in Keene,
New Hampshire Saturday.
There were 224 individuals
and 32 college teams
over
the
competing
challenging 3.1 mile course.
Colby fared well, finishing
in 17th place overall,
beating 15 other teams. The

first Colby finisher was Ann
Cullenberg ( 76th place
overall) with a time of 19:58
followed by Debbie Lindberg with a time of 20:43. «
Third place for Colby
was Margaret Wimmer in a
time of 20:58.
Cory
Humphreys
finished
strongly in a time of of
21:20 followed by Roberta
Bloom in 22:28, Debora

Scanlon in 22:29, and Jamie
Mackintosh in 23:08.
There was a large spread

among th e runners, with
first place finisher, Patricia

Moores
from
U-Mass,
finishing in 18:07 and the
last place finisher finishing
in 26:26. The first place
team was UNH with a score
of 67.

^—
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W 102 COLLEGE AVE. 873-2895 •

Call ext. 227 and register
with the Physical Education
secretary, Glenna Michaud.

Date
Nov. 19 2:15 p.m.

Handball

A League
1. AJO I
2. Darmabums
3. Zete
4. Tau Delt
B League ,
1. Johnso n

¦
¦
5
m
¦
mmg/lgm
¦
¦

completion of an advanced
physical education class.
Registration for Tests*

Ext.
227

Golf

SOCCER STANDINGS .

(at the end of regular season) '

¦

mr
JMame

. Sport
Place
Faculty
Badminton B'ball Court Pluck

right now and next week the
playoffs will - begin.
According to commissioner
Bruce Shain, Zete I, KDR,
the Heights, and th e w inner
of the Zete II vs, Tau-Delt
game will most likely have
places in the;semi-final. " '

Mu les 17th at New Englands
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Students
who
proficient in the activities
which are tested may be
granted one semester's
waiver of the physical
education
graduation
requirement for each sport

Women's Cross Country

|

__." ¦"
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had beaten the Vegies twice
and lost to them twice! A
standout player for the B.S.
Bunch was Scott Hartz.
In soccer action' this
week, the first off the playoff
games were played, and
Johnson, Tau-Delt, and the
Darmatmms have already
earned their places in the
semi-finals. In the playoff
games Johnson beat the
Schwills by a 3-0 score, the
Darmabums beat Zete 3-2,
and in a game tha t went to
four overtimes , Tau-Delt
beat ATO I 1-0. The semifinals, which will have been
held Tuesday, Nov. 3, will
see Tau-Delt vs. the Darmabums
and
Johnson
against the winner of the Pi
Lamb vs. Marriner game.
The finals, to he held later
on this week, will determine
the champions. .
The I-Play football league
is still in its regular season

. . ¦" ' ¦'
.Nov.¦ ¦ 19
p.m.
¦ 1:00
' • -• ¦ ' ¦ ¦¦• • ¦ ' ¦ v
'
¦

E HOUSE
DISCO UNT BEVERAG
midnig ht
Mbn-Sat 10am to
Sun A Hoi id civs noon to Horn

72 VARIETI ES OF SANDWICHE S
PARTY HEADQUARTERS

MIXERS

KEGS

SPE CIALS
through mon. Nov. 9, 198 1

$.88
BLT
PLAI N PIZZA $1.08
MELLOW YELLOW I602/6 pac
$1.69 plus tax & deposit

1 2oz SCHLITZ BEER BOTTLES
$2.59 plus tax & deposit

DELIVER Y SERVICE

•¦ ¦ . . ' ¦ ¦/ |
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f — From the Edito r—

Letters

RLC : Tlie new bureaucr acy
The Residential Life Council is finally off the draw ing board after
much debate but the council's design still has serious problems.
Politicking between Stu-A and the IPC as to fraternal and nonfr a ternal group representation has created an unwieldly, if not unmanageable , committee of thirty members. The committee will have
a difficult tim e finding a suitable tim e and place to meet , let alone
reach a decision .
The new council will duplicate or assume m a n y responsibilities of
the Social and Cultural Life Committees , but both will remain in
existence. This leaves an already financially strapped Stu-A , which
yea r
cut the budget of virtually every campus club , with an
this
additional organization to fund. Stu-A Executive Chairperson Greg
Keenan says the board intends to ask for an increase -- probabl y five
dollars -- in the general activities fee. Colby studen ts should, not ,
however , have to pay for additional bureaucra cy when existing clubs
must suffer economic constraints.
In order to make the Residen tial Life Council a successful vehicle
for decentralization of and maximum input into Colby life , the functions of the Social and Cultura l Life Committees must be incorpora ted into the council. In addition , the council should be
streamlined into a ten-member , generally elected board with three
fraternal and seven non-fraternal representatives.
Only throu gh these or similar steps will the Residentia l L ife Council
becom e a helpful , organizational committee ra th er than an obstacle to
?
be overcome when planning an activity .

Take advant age of opportunities Colb y offers

To the Editor:

To the faculty, staff and
students. My letter has two
intentions, the first directed
toward the faculty and
staff. To those members
who helped me to realize
my goal to study in Sweden
and Great Britain, I want to
convey once again my
thanks and appreciation for
your support and encouragement.
Things are going very
well so far. I have set
myself up with contacts who
are intent upon seeing that I
receive maximum benefit
from my studies here.
My second reason for
writing pertains to you
students. Being students at
a small college, such as
Colby, you are exposed td

>

i

i

You have a very good
many opportunities that
students at larger in- faculty and staff at your
stitutions never have. One disposal, It is in your own
of the most important of best interest to take adthese opportunities, I feel;' is vantage of such a benefit as
the close association and Colby does offer. I am sure
easy interaction that is you have heard this story
possible with the faculty from your parents and
and staff. I do not believe perhaps, from the staff at
that I would be studying Colby too.
However, I
here in Sweden presently thought it might be easier to
if I had attended a large believe coming from a
institution . It was the help fellow Colby student - at
and support that I received least I was five months ago.
from so many at Colby that '
enabled me to continue my Sincerely,
studies abroad.
_
.Jim Bourne ,.
The ECHO encourages letters to the editor.
Letters must be received by Monday night before
publication and must be signed, although the
author's name will be withheld upon request. All
editorials are the opinion of the editor only. Commentaries are the opinion of the author only, and do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the ECHO.

'

Craig A. Bystrynski
Edi tor

'

Ar thur S. J ackson
Donald O. McMillan
Sp or t s Edi t ors

Laura Higgins
Ar ts Ed itor

Richard A. Secor
Business Mana ger
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J anet McDonnell
Production Man ager

Layout

f ame *Camp bell, Frank Jiamblctt, MaggieHale, SutattLang, BrendaSegota
¦
Lisa Kutia, IngrtdMacFarlane, SteveRiley, Betiey Rote,Jenny Ward ' '
_
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To the Editor:
It seems slightly ironic, at
least, to see a letter
degrading the Bird Watchers Journal on one page
of your paper, and on the
opposite side of the page, to
see an article about
"breaking
chains and
freeing souls ." The . article
brings out the point that
students don 't stick their
necks out. The staff of the
BWJ has its neck so far out,
it's liable to get chopped off.
Sincerely,
Peter Viele
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Dieter D. Weber
Circula t ion Ma na ger

Carot Birch, Katie Cutler, KarinFoster, latiri eHerllghy, DianeTherrien

,

Necks are
on the. line

VQuxtK saheS
"
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..

Typists

'
.

L. Sandy Maisel
Associate Professor
Government

Anne-Mari e Gre y SheUey Leitt Cynthia Kim
Assisstant Ad vertising Mana gers

Dorothy E. Distelhorst
Adverti sing Manager

;

Cotter or his course. I am
certain he has his critics as
do all of us. It is somewhat
more difficult for a student
to criticize a course while it
is ongoing than afterward ; I
am not surprised that those
students in the course were
not overly critical. I am
also certain that his course
is an important addition to
our Government DepartBut
ment curriculum.
please, it is not the greatest
thing since sliced bread. A
little perspective please.

Steven S. Nicholas
Managing Ed ito r

J ennifer A.J ulian
Features Editor

Gre gory W. Nemr ow
News Ed it or

<*~

unwilling to stand up and be
heard and prefer to bide
Some weeks ago my their identity. There may
senior seminar on Gover- well be some reason why
nment and the Press this is acceptable for
volunteered to write a student critics of faculty,
I
think my
weekly ombudsman column though
for the Echo criticizing the colleagues by and large are
Echo of the week before. open minded enough to take
Our offer was refused, criticism. I can see no
because the Editor felt it acceptable reason why one
would be unfair to criticize of my collegues on the
volunteer writers.
faculty should demand
However, I think some anonymity, nor any why the
criticism of last week's Echo should encourage such
edition is ill order, par- a lack of fortitude.
Second, the article on
ticularly
because
the
criticism is of the editors, President Cotter's class. I
supposedly
more
ex- believe it is a legitimate
perienced journalists. I am news story to point out the
concerned about two items. fact that our college
is teaching,
First, the unsigned letter president
to the editor. I believe that particularly since President
the Echo is correct in its Strider did not do so during
policy of stimulating debate his last fifteen or so years.
on the controversial issues However, a more balanced
on the campus. But debate account of the class might
should be informed and have been in order. It may
above board. If a faculty seem self-serving, but I for
member has a criticism of one do not believe that
the administration, and President Cotter has the
there may be many who monopoly on good teaching
share that view, then he or that your article implies.
she should express that Many of my colleagues
criticism, .not behind the teach "graduate type"
veil of anonymity but courses; in fact research
openly and in public so seminars fall much more
intelligent debate can en- into this class than do
courses taught by Socratic
sue.
I think the Echo, like its method.
Others on the
publication
in faculty have used the
sister
Waterville the Morning Socratic method with some
Sentinel, does a tremendous success for many years.
disservice to its readers by None of this is to take
encouraging those who are away
from
President
To the Editor
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Echo policy, article deserves criticism
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More spirit , less writeoffs

the Colby community is not
giving them the support
they deserve.
The defense right now is
solid and a very good one
by NESCAC standards. The
offense heeds time to improve. . The line and the
backs contain mostly freshmen and sophomores.
- Colby football players are
dedicated; athletes. Most of
the team busted , their buns
last year during the off
season to get ready for this
year. They dislike losing as
much as any of us.
Encourage them, don't
write them off. Give the
Mules a chance by showing
your support and soon you
will be seeing a winning
program.

To the Edi t or:

Dr awing the line on libera l arts
Last month three former presidents of the United
States made history by traveling together to Egypt
to represent this country at the funeral of slain
Egyptian president Anwar Sadat. , Last Sunday
Colby College, not to be outdone, -made their own
history as its three living presidents assembled in a
banquet room at the Holiday Inn in Dedham, Mass!
to discuss the present and future of the liberal arts.
Like their governmental counterparts, Presidents
Emeriti Seelye Bixler and Bob Strider, and
President Bill Cotter, had some interesting things to
say . Each of the distinguished educators expounded their own personalized educational
philosophies in their own personalized manners.
But certain recurring themes were obvious.
All of the presidents, in defining the goals of a
liberal arts college, used catchy academic jargon
such as "dedication to intellectualisrri" and
"discipline of the mind." And the message, or one
of the messages, was clear, at least to me: an effective " liberal arts education entails a heavy and
diverse academic program, characterized by a
multidiscipllnary selection of courses, and a lot of
long hours in the library cubes.

I have no qualms about hard work -1 realize that
there are prices to be paid and sacrifices to be
made. It has been said that "opportunity is often
missed because it is disguised as hard work," and I
agree. I also agree with the idea of a liberal arts
education. Otherwise, I would not be here.
But where do we draw the line between the two?
At what point does the workload become so overbearing that it actually becomes detrimental to the
liberalness of the education on the whole?
Using personal experience as a reference point, I
would venture to say that Colby is either very close
to, straddling on, or perhaps even a step beyond
that delicate drawing line. With a five-course
academic load, the Colby student barely has time to
recover from a "wave" (they always seem to come
in waves) of exams and papers before another one
splashes him (her) in the face The result is that
people, while for the most part managing to keep
their heads above the water, are in perpetual worry
of the possibility of drowning.
It seems to me that this highly pressurized environment squelches many of the professed advantages of a liberal arts education. We are sup-

6at what p oint does the workload
become so overbearin g that it actuall y
becomes detrimental to the liberalness of the education on the whole?9
Seelye Bixler took it one step further. He talked
about the library as being - both physically and
academically - "the center of the college," and
about Colby 's commitment to intellectualism. He
talked about "setting the tone," and "providing the
fundamental educational tools." In fact, he went on
to add that he would like to see a two year mandatory "orientation" period, during which students
would be forced to take a wide range of courses
from a wide range of disciplines.
Not surprisingly, Bixler, a scholar of philosophy
and religion, included Greek philosophy among
those courses. It was when he mentioned physics
and molecular biology that eyebrows began to
quiver. And I know it wasn't just me, because I
looked curiously around the room. The quizzical,
"is-he-kidding?" facial expression was not an uncommon one. After all, you don't tell people who
probably struggled through general chemistry, as
freshmen that they should have tried molecular
biology.
But the problem I have with the comments made
by Bixler and his presidential colleagues last
Sunday does not concern the possibility of . more
stringent distribution requirements at Colby.
Frankly, I don't think the academic program is
heading in that direction.
The problem I have concerns the fact that the last
three president;:, of (his college seem to consider a
massive academic workload as a necessity to a
good liberal arts education.
1am not sure tha t this is the case.

posedly recognizing the multidiscipllnary nature of
our society by studying the interconnections among
our courses. But oftentimes the time crunch is such
that, not only are students not afforded the opportunity to observe how course materials link
together, but they can barely understand them
individually.
Another professed advantage is the ample opportunity to attend intellectual, cultural, - and
educational events outside of the classroom - dance
performances, movies, lectures, residential forums,
etc. - and participate in extracurricular activities
like sports, drama, and publications. But, again,
oftentimes the hours simply are not there.
The presidents also referred to the importance of
the sense of, community at a small liberal arts
college such as ours. But a workload so heavy that
it requires inordinate amounts of time in
classrooms and study lounges, is a damaging blow
to any such sense of community.
At the end of the panel discussion last Sunday,
President Cotter talked briefly about what he
foresees as challenges and projects f or the fu ture at
Colby. A reexamination of the academic workload,
the pressures it creates, and their effects on the
liberalness of a Colby education , was not among
them.
It seems to me it should be.
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I can't understand the
spirit of the Colby community. When Saturday
rolls around, all I hear are
mumblings and grumblings
about how bad our football
team is. For Heaven's
sake, give the Mules a
break!
Why do people expect a
winning team year in and
year out? Colby's team is
very,very young. .'. It is
comprised mainly of fresh*
men and sophomores.
Knocking the football team
does not give the young
players incentive to play
better. They are playing
their hearts out now.
Knocking the players only
serves to discourage the
young guys, who sense that John Tawa

Questions of economics?

because I was "stuck" in
Johnson Hall ; I know I
..So it's a question of could get out if I really
economics. It's a question of wanted and I know Johnson
economics that there will be is a desirable dorm to
no off-campus lottery next many. But all this talk ,
semester because all the about economic feasibility.
dorms are not full. Well, is Economic feasibility does
it a question of economics nothing for my stomach :
that makes it possible for when I . wake up each
full-fledged human beings to morning and view the lovely
live in the "slum-of-frat- Mudd building, knowing
row," Johnson Hall, with its that students are punching
barracks style architecture computers, taking geology
and cubby-hole atmosphere labs and learning about
while fellow students bask peasant exploitation in a
in the pre-fab (that's building that is nicer -than
fabricated or fabulous) j the place I must'live! Mudd
luxury of the Ramada Inn- made his money in Cyprus,
Colby makes some of its
eque Heights?
Keeping human rights money in South Africa. It's
Johnson all pretty much economics,
considerations,
should either be converted but not necessarily pretty
into singles, or perhaps just economics..
taken off the face of this
earth. I hope that I am not Contemplatively,
complainin g too much, just Mary E. Glenn
To the Edit or:
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K i t goes, it won't be quietly

9
Third 'new Herald in ten years has a chance, but
as second paper its condition remains critical
by Greg Nemrow
"It' s alive," procla im the new advert isements for
the Boston Her ald American.
The campaign
desparatel y wants to convince the public that the
Herald 4s an interesting and revitali zed source of
news and information. Anyone familiar with the
newspaper situat ion in Boston , thou gh, cannot help
but notice that the .slogan sounds more like a
reminder to. the city that its powerful competitor ,
The Boston Globe ,Tiasn't killed it yet . The Herald
formerly a full-size paper became a small size
tabloid on September 13, " 1961. The changeover is

In 1976, real izing that reader s, ads an d r evenues
were cours ing to the Globe at a ruinous pace,
Hearst brought in new editors , initiated an effective
cost-control pro gram and changed the look of the
paper.
For two years , the Herald managed to post small
profits , due mainly to the cost cuttin g measures.
But a messy Editor 's shakeup, the continuing
circulation decline and an ever growing and improving Globe led to further debilitation of the

Commenta ry
regarded by everyone , includ ing its owner s the
Hearst Corporation , as a last ditch effort to save a
paper that has been dying for two decades. The
move can only succeed if enough readers chan ge
their tastes and accept the new, sensationalist paper
And th is change mu st come with in tw o years ,
because the Hearst organization is gettin g tired of
incurring the paper 's losses in rea ders and money .
.As a newspa per , the Herald American never
enjoyed success or. a receptive audience. It has
existed in name only since 1971, the resu lt of a
mer ger between two papers , the traditional , longestablished , conservative Boston Herald Travel ler ,
and Hearst' s younger , racy tabloid , the Record
American.
Hearst bought out die Herald and combined the
two into a re gular paper , the Herald American .
Neither the Travel ler nor the Record readers could
accept the new paper entirel y.
Worse y et , the Herald American couldn 't attract
new readers because , althou gh it boasted competent
special writers , it was bas icall y an inf er ior
newspaper.
At the pa per 's outdated plant , morale was low,
financial planning and supervision were nonexistent
and the paper , consequentl y, lost more readers , lost
its advertising , and began to shrink in size, in five
years the Herald 's average dail y number of pages
declined by 16 per copy.

Herald. In local reporting, it still could " scoop" the
Globe and its photo graphers had all won
Pulitzers by 1979, but it was outdone by the Globe
consistently on all other measur es. Its new look
quickly grew jaded , and its features were scaled
down . F or all intents and pur poses, the Herald was
again headed toward a point of no return.
But last month , f rom out of the ashes of the old
Record American arose a hew Tabloid , and it ma y
have a chance for surv ival . H istor ically, only three
newspapers come to mind as having been transformed into a tabloid format: the church supported Christian Science Monitor , the Saturday
Louisville Courrier-Journal , and the Call-Chronicle
in Allenstown , Pennsylvannia. All of these were
money losers at the time , and at least one still is.

Furthermore , while tabloids sell 2,000,000 copies a
day in New York City, Boston hasn 't had a tabloid
in ten years , and the public may not adapt quickly . .
The Herald is also in a ver y weak position to expand its circulation , which in ten years was cut
from 460,000 to 209,000, while at the same time the
Globe's rose from just over 300,000 to more than
507,000 on weekdays , and 750,000 on Sundays. Its
operations are still very outdated and Hearst obviously won 't update them unt il th e paper shows
signs of rebound ing.
It is taking a real gamble with its new imagctoo.
As a tabloid , it is not as racy as the New York Post ,
but , like the N.Y . Daily News , it is sensationalist
This shift towards less sophisticated reporting isn't
new, but the change to a tab loid is bound to alienat e
a number of Herald Traveller loyalists who had
stuck with the combined journal .
As a bold tabloid , it certainly won't attract many
of the city's student reader s or white collar
professionals. And since it is now a clear alternative , and not a substitute for the Globe it won 't
get many readers who prefer a standard
~
newspaper.
The Herald is clearl y, makin g its pitch to the
area 's blue collar , lower income residents , those
that have traditionally supported it; if they continue
to read it, then the Herald will have finally secured
a core circulat ion from which it can try to expand.
The Herald has potential. It is much more appealing now as a tablo id, and its sensationalism
though often misleading, is hard to resist looking at.
The paper is now bold and more professionallooking than at any time since its mer ger . Its
compact pages carry most stories in their entiret y,
and the paper reads quickly , even the 200 page
Sunday editions . It is now a first rate tabloid rathe r
than a second rate newspaper.It' s alive for now,
and for the first time in years it deserves to be. The
Hera ld is finally offering a decent product for
people who don' t want to re ad th e Globe. "Whether it
' will continue to do this depends upon new circulation figures and bottom lines on it s balance
sheet. If the y impr ove then th e paper can follow
suit .
For its part , the Boston Globe will soon spend
$45 million in a second printing plant and main
plant renovations. It will then be more than able to
take up the slack caused by the Herald' s possible
demise. Either the Globe knows someth ing the
public doesn't , or it knows what the publ ic is
th ink in g more than the He r ald does.

• Liber al arts secur e, according to Colby president s

Continued f r om Pa geI
of techn ical learning , and therefore "d isconnected from
from the real world. " "Sciences , " he said , " are an
increasingly integral part of the liberal arts
curriculum. "Cotter also, challenged the report' s conclusion that the liberal arts ar e " obsolete ," and w ill
have to become mor e vocation ally oriented.
"We produce people who are broad enou gh to ada pt to
changes we cannot foresee , " he said. "There is nothing
static about the liberal ar ts. We must not jump over to
the narrower approach. " Strider agreed , adding that
since the technology of today will be obsolete in a very
short time , a liberal arts education works to create
minds "more adaptable to a rapidly changi ng world. "
"And ," he said , "we cannot lose sight of that."
The three presidents also talked briefly of their experience s at Colby, and their perceptions of the role of
the college president .
Bixler was the man responsible for realizing the
"vision" of his predecessor , Frank Johnso n - moving
the college to Mayflower Hill. Bixler 's idea of a
president' s role is establish ment of an academic
pr ogram which provides the basic intellectual tools and
sets the desired tone, hut then allows the individual to
work from there .
••Everyone cornea to' college to do his own thin g," he
said , "Our job is first to make the thing that must be
done his own. "
Stridor , who succeeded Bixler and toiled to expand
the physical plant and "step up, the voltage" of the
academi c pro gram ,' concurred with his predecessor. He
said It was n presiden t' s job to "state the groundrule s
from the start , " those being that "the business of the
college is learning. "

People come here to lear n about the mselves, " he
said . "Our job is to teach them that there are more
interesting things to learn ."
He emphasized the importance of "helping student s
find not just something to do, but something import ant
to do," something that is "worth his time ." Cotter , the
incumbent president , defined his role as " maintenance "
of the qualit y of educati on established by the two men
he succeeded. He also cited promo tion of "learning for
societal as well as personal growth ," and staunch
suppor t of the faculty as paramount pr esidential
priorities. The business of the liberal arts college, he
said , is "leadershi p creation. "

We produce people who
are broad enough to adap t
to changes we canno t forsee
Colby 's eighteenth president concluded the pro gram
with some brief comments on the present state of affairs
at Colby, and prospects , goals, and challenges for the
future. At present Cotter is concerned about facult y
salaries , and the rapidl y rising cost of a private
education in America , Notin g that "the real work of the
college is done through faculty - student relationships ,"
and that Colby professors are expected not only to
teach , but to Counsel students and pursue scholarly
endeavor s as well, the president emphasiz ed the grave
need for commensur ate faculty salaries ,

He also cited inflat ion problems as particularly
painful for Colbv. since the "growin g gap between the
costs of private and public college educations " is rendering the former out of reach for middle Income
America. Cotter described current changes at Colby,
such as the new dorm , the librar y addition , ancl the
alteration of the Januar y Program , as "peri pheral
changes " - fine tuning of an alread y smooth - running
organization .
As for the future , Cotter listed three major objectives he would like to see achieved in the next decade
at Colby College. First is the preservation of Colby 's
"uniqueness ," or "maximizing the small college advantage. " Specifically , he spoke of maintaining the
intimacy of the teacher-student relationshi p, and
preserving "a collegiate atmosphere of freedom and
liberat ion , but also of respect for the freedoms of
others "
Secon dly, Cotter pointed out that ;, due to the declining
population of 18-year olds, especially in New England ,
Colby will venture more outside of New England for
qualified applicants .
And finally, the president pledged a continuing effort
towards maximum ethnic , racial , and national diversity.
"Homogeneity ," he remark ed , "is the antithesis of
liberation. "
In concluding, President Cotter expressed the need to
stand up against those who discredit the concept of a
liberal arfe education , such as those responsible for the
Sloan Foundation report.
"Don 't be defensive ," he urged. "Make it clear what
advantages there are In a liber al arts education. "

Hill elected Mayor

6Golby r candidates split on election day
carried all seven of the
city's wards and in Colby's,.
Waterville gained its first Ward 3 won by a 379-193
woman mayor on Tuesday margin.
night, while at the same , Incumbent Mayor Paul
Colby
a
time it appeared yet LaVerdiere,
another Colby professor was graduate in 1959, did not run
headed for defeat in his for reelection
campaign for public office.
Philosophy ^
professor
Nancy Hill a Democrat Robert MacArthur, on the
and wife of Colby trustee other hand , appeared to
Dr. Kevin Hill, won the have narrowly lost his bid
mayor's
job
over to be elected to the
Republican funeral director Waterville school board as a
J. Ovide Gallant by a vote Ward
3 Democrat.
of 3,263 to 2,232 with 53 per Republican
Fred
cent of the city^'s registered Lagomarsino garnered 299
voters casting ballots. She votes to MacArthur 's 266.
by Greg Nemrow

However, the validity of
one of the four voting
machines tallyings at the
Kennebec Valley Vocational
Technical Institute polls has
and
been
questioned,
reports that investigators
from the state election
department might , check
that machine's ballots were
circulated.
No confirmation of this
story could be obtained
from either of the candidates, city hall or the
local media though.
In
addition, neither MacArthur
or Hill were available

yesterday to comment on
the election's outcomes. . In other local election
Maine
voters
results,
soundly
rejected
the
proposed Maine Energy
Commission which would,
have elected officials to
regulate utilities, and they
passed several bond issues,
including one which will
spend $15 million of state
funds to help the Bath Iron
Works Co. build a«new
shipyard in Portland, i
William Haggett, a 1956
Colby graduate, is president
of that company.

Waterville's first woman mayor ,Nancy Hill

9 Residential Life Council constitution

(Continued f r ompage 9)
, ,
fund these events.
d) To insure that all RLC and College restrictions and
guidelines are adhered to at events sponsored by the
RLC
Vli FUNDING: The Stu-A will fund the RLC.
VII. RESPONSIBILITY: The RLC is responsible for
events sponsored by the RLC. This includes events held
by dorms, the off-campus group, and fraternities and
sororities.
VIII. REVIEW: Appeals of decisions by the RLC will
be to the Stu-A Executive Committee. Operation
guidelines of.the RLC subject to review by the Stu-A
Executive Committee.
THE DORM COUNCIL
I. GOAL: To promote social and cultural life within
the dorm, and to integrate the dorm into th e college
community.
yw—¦^—
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II. MEMBERSHIP: Residential Life Council
Representative - Chairs dorm council meetings,
represents dorm at RLC meetings, is responsible to RLC
for events sponsored by the dorm.
Dorm Social Chairperson - responsible for
organization and conduct at sponsored dorm events.
I-PIay Coordinator - is responsible for organizing
intramural sports events for interested dorm residents.
Dining Hall Committee Rep. - represents the dorm on
the food service committee.
Room Draw Committee Rep . - represents the dorm
on this ,committee, which sets up room draw procedures
and guidelines.
The above positions are elected by the dorm members.
Dorm Staff Representative - responsible for Informing the dorm council of school policy on specific
dorm issues. The Dorm Staff Rep. is selected by the
"
dorm staff of the dorm.
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IV. FUNCTIONS :
a) To make the dorm a cohesive unit by sponsoring:
-social-cultural events
-athletic events
-community activities
b. To serve as a mechanism, available to all students,
through which students can voice concerns andy have
input to student government ,
c) To serve as the Dorm-Judicial Board.
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III ELECTIONS: First semester - nominations third
week of school thru the day before election. Election one month into the first semester.
These offices run for the school year. New elections
for dorm council may be called for by a majority vote of
the dorm residents during the second week of second
semester. Nominations should then be held by the third
week, and a special election held in the third week of the
semester.
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